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whose mural, a gift to the Town from
Mr. and Mrs. Laurence Bertram Flint,
hangs on the wall in the Town office.
Mrs. Flint was a distinguished artist bom in
New Hampshire, educated in Boston and France,
who expressed her talents in oils, pastels, acrylics and
sculpture. She shared her talents with sparkling generosity.
The purpose of the mural was to catch the spirit
of the Town of Holderness in the early 1800's
when the Town Hall was being built. The Town is
indebted to the Flints for this beautiful and unusual gift.
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Donald E. Dana, Selectmen member
THE STATE OF NEW HAIVIPSHIRE
HOLDERNESS TOWN WARRANT 1982
To the inhabitants of the Town of Holderness in the County of Grafton and State of
New Hampshire qualified to vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town House on Tuesday, the ninth of March
next, at ten o'clock in the forenoon, at which time the polls shall be opened and shall
close not earlier than six o'clock in the afternoon, to act upon the following subjects,
the second and subsequent articles to be acted upon commencing at seven thirty
o'clock in the evening of the same day.
Article 1: To choose all Town officers.
Article 2: To accept the reports of all Town officers and committees.
Article 3: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of three
hundred and fifty dollars ($350.00) to meet the requirements of RSA 442A in reference
to the impoundment of dogs.
Article 4: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of one
thousand dollars ($1000.00) for the support of local hospitals.
Article 5: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of two
hundred seventy one dollars and ten cents (271.10) to maintain and continue the
system of services of the Inter-Lakes Day Care Center.
Article 6: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of two
hundred twenty dollars ($220.00) to assist In maintaining the services of the Upper
Valley Senior Citizens Council.
Article 7: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the withdrawal from the
Revenue Sharing Fund established under the State and Local Assistance Act of 1972,
the sum of twenty-one thousand dollars ($21 ,000.00) to be applied to the purchase of
the proposed Highway Department truck.
Article 8: To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of one hundred
twenty-six thousand dollars ($126,000.00) for the purchase of a three thousand gallon
tanker/ pumper fire truck and accessories, and to raise said sum by borrowing on the
credit of the Town through the issuance of bonds or notes of the Town pursuant to the
Municipal Finance Act, RSA 38.
By petition.
Article 9: To see if the town will vote to authorize the selectmen to establish the
position of dog control officer at $800.00 a year to enforce the existing dog control law
in the Town of Holderness, and appoint same.
By petition.
Article 10: To see if the Town will make any alterations in the amount of money
required to be raised and appropriated for the ensuing year for the support of the
Town, as recommended by the Budget Committee in its report.
Article 11: To see if the Town will adopt the following ordinance relative to the
intent to build within the corporate limits of the Town of Holderness:
Section 1: No person, firm or corporation shall build, construct, enlarge, elevate,
alter, relocate or otherwise change any building or structure within the Town, where
the total cost shall be in excess of one thousand dollars ($1 ,000.00) without filing a
Notice of Intent to Build with the Board of Selectmen, said Notice shall be provided
by the Town at a nominal charge of one dollar ($1 .00). The Board of Selectmen shall
acknowledge receipt of the notice by returning duplicate copy of said notice to the
applicant within fourteen (1 4) days, noting date and time of filing.
Section 2: Any person, firm or corporation violating any of the above shall be
punished by a fine of not more than twenty-five dollars ($25.00). Such firm, person or
corporation shall be deemed to be guilty of a separate offense for each and every day
during any portion of which any violation is committed, continued or permitted by
such person, firm or corporation and shall be punishable therefore as provided herein.
This ordinance to be in force sixty (60) days subsequent to its adoption.
Article 12: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to borrow in
anticipation of taxes.
Article 13: To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to administer, lease,
sell convey or otherwise dispose of any real estate acquired by the Town by any Tax
Collector's deed in accordance with the provisions of RSA 80:42.
Article 14: To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to apply for, receive
and expend federal or state grants, which may become available during the course of
the year, and also to accept and expend money from any other governmental unit or
private source to be used for purposes for which the Town may legally appropriate
money, provided: (1) that such grants and other monies do not require the ex-
penditure of other Town funds, (2) that a public hearing shall be held by the Selectmen
prior to the receipt and expenditure of such grants and monies: and (3) that such
items shall be exempt from all prvisions of RSA 32 relative to limitation and ex-
penditure of Town monies, all as provided by RSA 31 :95-b.
Article 15: To transact any other business that may legally come before the
meeting.
Given under our hands this 16th day of February in the year of our Lord nineteen
hundred and eighty-two.
Donald E. Dana, Chairman
Irving R. Marsh
Roger S. Gage
We, the undersigned, Selectmen of the Town of Holderness, New Hampshire, do
hereby certify that on the 16th day of February, 1982, we posted an attested copy of
the foregoing warrant at the Holderness Town House, the place of the meeting, and
like copy of said warrant at the Holderness Post Office, a public place in said town of
Holderness.
Dated this 16th day of February, 1982
Donald E. Dana, Chairman
Irving R. Marsh
Roger S. Gage
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
GRAFTON, SS
Before me, the undersigned officer, personally appeared Donald E. Dana, Irving R.
Marsh and Roger S. Gage whose names are subscribed to the foregoing Return of
Posting, and made oath that the facts alleged therein are true.
Gertrude L. Eisner
Justice of the Peace
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National Banl< Stock Taxes
Yield Taxes
Interest and Penalties on Taxes
Inventory Penalties
Boat Tax
In Lieu of Taxes
Intergovernmental Revenues
Meals and Rooms Tax





Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Dog Licenses











































































HOLDERNESS TOWN MEETING 1981
At the annual Town Meeting of the Town of Holdemess on March 10, 1981 , the
following business was transacted:
Article 2: To accept the reports of all Town officers and committees. Voted in the
affirmative without opposition.
Article 3: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of three
hundred and fifty dollars ($350.00) to meet the requirements of RSA 44A in reference
to the impoundment of dogs. Voted in the affirmative without opposition.
Article 4: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of five
hundred dollars ($500.00) for the support of the local hospitals. Motion was amended
to raise and appropriate the sum of $500.00 for each of the two local hospitals. Voted
In the affirmative. Amended motion was voted in the affirmative without opposition.
Article 5: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of two
hundred ninety five dollars and fifty cents ($295.50) to maintain and continue the
system of services of the Inter-Lakes Day Care Center. Voted in the affirmative
without opposition.
Article 6: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of two
hundred and twenty dollars ($220.00) to assist in maintaining the services of the
Upper Valley Senior Citizens Council. Voted in the affirmative without opposition.
Article 7: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the withdrawal from the
Revenue Sharing Fund established under the State and Local Assistance Act of 1972
for setoffs against budged appropriations for the following priority items indicated:
Police Department $5,000.00
Fire Department 5,000.00
General Expenses Highway Dept. 5,000.00
Voted in the affirmative without opposition.
Article 8: To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund as
authorized by RSA Chapter 25 for the purpose of funding the purchase of a 3000
gallon tanker for the Fire Department and to determine the amount to be authorized
therefore. Moved to defer article until after consideration of Article 9. Motion voted in
the affirmative.
Article 9: To see if the Town will make any alterations in the amount of money
required to be raised and appropriated for the ensuing year for the support of the
Town, as recommended by the Budget Committee in its report. After considerable
discussion a motion for a ballot vote was defeated, and a motion to approve the
Budget Committee's figure, with the addition of the $500. already approved in Article
4, was voted in the affirmative with a few dissenting votes.
Article 8: It was moved and seconded to take Article 8 from the table. After a
lengthy discussion a ballot vote resulted in a defeat of the article, 80 voting no, 67
voting yes. It was then moved and seconded that it was the sense of this meeting that
next year's budget include an item for the purchase of a new fire truck to be fully
funded by borrowing on the credit of the town. Voted in the affirmative without op-
position.
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Article 10: To see if the Town, inaccordance with RSA 53C:1-5 will authorize the
Selectmen to augment and extend the permit granted to the Littleton Cable TV
Corporation, subsequently assigned to the Hildreth Broadcasting Company by the
Board of Selectmen December 20, 1971, and presently held by the State Cable TV
Corporation, such action to be subject to prior public hearing by the Board of
Selectmen. Article amended to read ... presently held by the State Cable TV Cor-
poration and to negotiate and accept or reject any other cable TV corporation contract
... Amendment voted in the affirmative, amended article voted in the affirmative.
Article 11: To see if the Town will adopt the following ordinance relative to the
intent to build within the corporate limits of the Town of Holderness: Section 1 : No
person, firm or corporation shall build, construct, enlarge, elevate, alter, relocate or
otherwise change any building or structure within the Town, where the total cost shall
be in excess of $500.00 without filing a Notice of intent to Build with the Bd of
Selectmen, said notice shall be provided by the Town at a nominal charge of $1 .00.
The Board of Selectmen shall acknowledge receipt of the Notice by returning
duplicate copy of said Notice to the applicant within 14 days, noting date and time of
filing. Section 2: Any person firm or corporation violating any of the above shall be
punished by a fine of not more than $25.00. Such firm, person or corporation shall be
deemed to beguilding aoa separate offense for each and everyday during any portion
of which any violation is committed, continued or permitted by such person, firm or
corporation and shall be punishable therefore as provided herein. Motion defeated,
Affirmative 60, negative 62.
Article 12: Whereas certain areas of Holderness are subject to periodic flooding
from streams, rivers and lakes, causing serious damage to properties within these
areas, and whereas, relief is available in the form of Federally subsidized flood in-
surance as authorized by the National Flood Insurance Act of 1968 and, whereas, it
was the vote of the Town on June 25, 1975, to meet the National Flood insurance
Program Regulations and by that vote adopted land use and control measures to
reduce the future flood losses as set forth in Section 1910 of the Natl Flood
Regulations. Whereas, to continue in the Flood Insurance Program the Town must
vote to accept the final Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRM) and, vote to continue the
land use and control measures for flood hazard areas adopted in 1975, and whereas,
the Town has the legal authority to adopt land use and control measures pursuant to
RSA 31 :39, now, therefore be it resolved that the Town adopt the Flood Damage
Prevention Ordinance as proposed by the Holderness Planning Board so as to meet
the above requirements. Copies of the Ordinance are available at the Holderness
Town Office and have been posted at the Town Office and the U.S. Post Office. Vote
was in the affirmative by ballot -89 aye, 12 no.
Article 13: To see if the Town will vote to accept the wetlands inventory including
the designation of all prime wetlands, as prepared by the Conservation Commission
per a vote of the March 14, 1978, annual Town meeting. Voted in the affirmative
without opposition.
Article 14: To see If the Town will vote to petition the Representatives and
Senators who represent the Town in the General Court to support in the current
session of the General Court the concurrent resolution to amend the State Con-
stitution to limit the annual increase in property taxes to five percent and to limit the
annual increase in spending by the state or any city, town, or other governmental unit
of the state to five percent. Vote to table was in the affirmative with some dissenting
votes.
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Article 15: To see if the Town will vote to petition the Representatives and
Senators who represent the Town in the General Court to support in the current
session of the General Court, the concurrent resolution to amend the State Con-
stitution to limit the annual increase in both taxes and spending by the state or any
city, town or other governmental unit of the state to five percent unless approved by a
2/3 vote of those present and voting of such taxing or spending authority. Vote to
table Indefinitely was In the affirmative with some dissenting votes.
Article 16: To see If the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to borrow in
anticipation of taxes. Voted in the affirmative without opposition.
Article 17: To see If the Town will authorize the Selectmen to administer, lease,
sell, convey or otherwise dispose of any real estate acquired by the Town by any Tax
Collector's deed in accordance with the provisions of RSA 80:42. Voted in the af-
firmative without opposition.
Article 18: To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to apply for, receive
and expend federal or state grants, which may become available during the course of
the year, and also to accept and expend money from any other governmental unit or
private source to be used for purposes for which the Town may legally appropriate
money provided (1) that such grants and other monies do not require the expenditure
of other Town funds, (2) that a public hearing shall be held by the Selectmen prior to
the receipt and expenditure of such grants and monies; and (3) that such items shall
be exempt from all provisions of RSA 32 relative to limitation and expenditure of Town
monies all as provided by RSA 30:95B. Voted in the affirmative without opposition.
Article 19: To transact any other business that may legally come before the
meeting. Motion to adjourn was made, seconded and voted in the affirmative without
opposition.
Respectfully submitted
Gertrude L. Eisner, Town Clerk
1981 SUMMARY INVENTORY
Land-Improved and Unimproved $20,586,410.00
Buildings 22,931,600.00
Public Utilities - Electric 390,930.00
Total Valuation before Exemptions Allowed $43,908,940.00
Exemptions
Blind 67% 1 exemption $10,000.00
3 partial 10,000.00
Elderly - 27 exemptions 1 35,000.00
School Dining Room, Dormitory & Kitchen
1 exemption 150,000.00
Total Exemptions Allowed $ 305,000.00






















HIGHWAYS, STREETS & BRIDGES
Town Maintenance






















Principal of Long-Term Bonds and Notes
Interest Expense-Long -Term Bonds and Notes
Interest Expense - Tax Anticipation Notes
Interest Expense - Other Temporary Loans








































2 Way Radio Units (Hwy) & 4 Units 4,756.00
Police Cruiser 7 800 00
OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT
Payments to Capital Reserve Funds




FICA Retirement and Pension Contributions 9,200.00
Insurance 1^000.00
Unemployment Compensation
Day Care Center 295.00





National Bank Stock Taxes 30.00
Yield Taxes 6,000.00
Interest and Penalties on Taxes 3,500.00
Inventory Penalties 100.00
Boat Taxes 4,000.00
In Lieu of Taxes 2,200.00
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES
Meals and Rooms Tax 9,000.00
Interest and Dividend Tax 2,500.00




Class V Highway Maintenance (Duncan)
State Aid Water Pollution Projects
Reimb. a/c State-Federal Forest Land
Other Reimbursements
Road Toll Refund 1 ,000.00
Federal Grants
LICENSES AND PERMITS
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 39,000.00
Dog Licenses 850.00
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees 200.00
CHARGES FOR SERVICES
Income from Departments 1,700.00
Rent of Town Property 500.00
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
Interest on Deposit 20,000.00
Sales of Town Property
Land Use Change 200.00
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
Proceeds of Long-Term Debt
Income from Water and Sewer Departments
Withdrawal from Capital Reserve
16
Revenue Sharing Fund 15,000.00
Fund Balance
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS 157,780.00
TAX RATES PRIOR YEAR TAX RATE1980 TAX RATE 1981
Town $ .28 $. .42
School District 1.24 1.50
County .19 .21
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TRANSMITTAL AND COMMENTARY LETTER
Board of Selectmen
Town of Holderness
Holderness, New Hampshire 03245
Members of the Board:
We have examined the financial statements of the various funds and account
groups of the Town of Holderness for the year ended December 31, 1981 and have
issued our report thereon, dated January 22, 1982. As part of our examination,
we reviewed and tested the Town's system of internal accounting control to the
extent we considered necessary to evaluate the system as required by generally
accepted auditing standards. Under these standards, the purpose of such evalu-
ation is to establish a basis for reliance thereon in determining the nature,
timing and extent of other such auditing procedures that are necessary for
expressing an opinion on the financial statements. Such study and evaluation
disclosed the following conditions that we believe to be material weaknesses.
Approval of Tax Rate
Our examination noted that an error occurred when the tax rate was approved
at the State level. Although the error did not significantly effect the tax
rate we recommend that the Board of Selectmen develop procedures which will
insure a final review of the completed tax rate documents before the bills are
issued.
Cash Needs Analysis
The Town has developed a laudable program of investing temporarily idle
funds in order to minimize short-term interest costs. Federal regulations,
however, prohibit borrowing in excess of demostrable needs. We believe that
in addition to existing investment policies the Selectmen and -the Treasurer
should jointly develop control procedures which will insure that the invest-
ment program complies with Federal requirements.
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Town of Holdemess January 22, 1982
Fixed Asset Accounting
As in many New Hampshire communities Holdemess does not maintain formal
accounting records for its investment in fixed assets. Records are needed for
control of the assets, as well as the insurance program and long-range planning,
We offer the following program for your consideration.
. Adoption of a formal capitalization policy by the Board
of Selectmen.
Inventory existing fixed assets and maintain records of
identified items at a central location under control of
the Selectmen.
Establish fixed asset accounting records for all new
aquisitions and a certain percentage of existing items
annually.
Establish a program for periodically verifying existence
of items in the fixed asset accounting records or on the
inventory.
Adopt formal procedures to delete items from the records
Other
The objective of internal accounting control is to provide reasonable, but
not absolute, assurance as to the safeguarding of assets against loss from unauthor-
ized use or disposition, and the reliability of financial records for preparing
financial statements and maintaining accountability for assets. The concept of
reasonable assurance recognizes that the cost of a system of internal accounting
control should not exceed the benefits derived and also recognizes that the eval-
uation of these factors necessarily requires estimates and judgment by management.
There are inherent limitations that should be recognized in considering the
potential effectiveness of any system of internal accounting control. In the
performance of most control procedures, errors can result from misunderstanding
of instructions, mistakes of judgment, carelessness or other personal factors.
Control procedures whose effectiveness depends upon segregation of duties can be
circumvented by collusion. Similarly, control procedures can be circumvented
intentionally by management with respect either to the execution and recording
of transactions or with respect to the estimates and judgments required in the
preparation of financial statements. Further, projection of any evaluation of
internal accounting control to future periods is subject to the risk that the
procedures may become inadequate because of changes in conditions and that the
degree of compliance with the procedures may deteriorate.
Our study and evaluation of the Town's system of internal accounting control
for the year ended December 31, 1981, which was set forth in the first paragraph,
would not necessarily disclose all weaknesses in the system.
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Town of Holderness January 22, 1982
Publication Requirement
The provisions of R.S.A. 71-A:21 require that only this letter be published
in the next annual Town Report.
However, we suggest that you consider the publication of the entire report
which includes auditor's opinion, financial statements and notes to financial
statements. No portion of either the auditor's opinion, financial statements
or notes to financial statements may be published separately.
We extend our thanks to the officials and employees of the Town of
Holderness for their assistance during the course of our audit.
1!, • ' P' J - ^
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
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Holdemess, New Hampshire 03245
Dear Board Members
:
We have examined the combined financial statements of the Town of Holdemess,
New Hampshire, as of and for the year ended December 31, 1981, as listed in the
table of contents. Our examination was made in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards and, accordingly included such tests of the accounting records
and such other auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances.
As described more fully in Note 1, the combined financial statements referred
to above do not include financial statements of the General Fixed Assets Group of
Accounts, which should be included to conform with generally accepted accounting
principles
.
In our opinion, except that the omission of the financial statements described
above results in an incomplete presentation, as explained in the preceding paragraph,
the combined financial statements referred to above present fairly the financial
position of the Town of Holdemess, New Hampshire at December 31, 1981, and the
results of its operations and the changes in financial position of it proprietary
fund types for the year then ended, in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles applied on a basis consistent with that of the preceding year.
Our examination was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the combined
financial statements taken as a whole. The combining individual fund financial
statements and schedules listed in the table of contents are presented for purposes
of additional analysis and are not a required part of the combined financial state-
ments of the Town of Holdemess, New Hampshire. The information has been subjected
to the auditing procedures applied in the examination of the combined financial
statements and, in our opinion, is fairly stated in all material respects in relation
to the combined financial statements taken as a whole.










Due From Other Funds
Due From Other Governments


















Due To Other Funds
Due To Other Governments




Reserved For Endowments (Note 5)
Unreserved:














The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements,
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Fiduciary Fund Types Totals (Memorandum Only)















































Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
All Governmental Fund Types and Expendable Trust Funds





















Interest and Fiscal Charges
Total Expenditures
Excess of Revenues Over (Under) Expenditures




Total Other Financing Sources (Uses)
Excess of Revenues and Other Sources Over (Under)
Expenditures and Other Uses
Fund Balances - January 1























( 10.052) ( 15,000)
$ 4,948 ($ 4,948)
$ 11,130 $ 7,431
49.797 23,109
$ 60,927 $30,540
































$ 18,834 ($ 54,122)
$ 25,052 $ 66,490
( 25,052) ( 66,490)
$ - $ -
$ 18,834 ($ 54,122)
77,658 131,780




Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances -
Budget and Actual - General and Special Revenue Funds











































Interest and Fiscal Charges
Total Expenditures
Excess of Revenues Over (Under) Expenditures
Other Financing Sources (Uses):
Operating Transfers In
Operating Transfers Out
Total Other Financing Sources (Uses)
$ 71,874 $ 60,880 $10,994
101,318 100,604 714
78,409 81,399 ( 2,990)
42,852 41,398 1,454
11,036 10,699 337




9,158 22,633 ( 13,475)
$345,335 $347,087









($ 5,572) $ 4,948 $10,520
Excess of Revenues and Other Sources Over
(Under) Expenditures and Other Uses ($ 43,572) $ 11,130 $54,702
Fund Balances - January 1




























$ $ $ $ 71,874 $ 60,880 $10,994
101,318 100,604 714
13,572 16,470 ( 2,898) 91,981 97,869 ( 5,888)
42,852 41,398 1,454
11,036 10,699 337
8,515 11,876 ( 3,361)
7,516 ( 7,516) 2,800 9,776 ( 6,976)
15,873 11,838 4,035
$13,572 $23,986 ($10,414)



















$ 1,000 $ - ($ 1.000)





($ 37,000) $ 18,561
72,906 72,906






Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenses, and Changes in Fund Balance
Non-Expendable Trust Funds
For The Year Ended December 31, 1981
Operating Revenues:
Miscellaneous
Fiind Balance - January 1






Combined Statement of Changes in Financial Position
Non-Expendable Trust Funds
For The Year Ended December 31, 1981
Fiduciary Fund Type
Non- Expendable Trusts
Sources of Working Capital:
Operations:
Net Income $767
Net Increase in Working Capital $767
Elements of Net Increase in Working Capital:
Cash $767




Statement of Changes in Assets and Liabilities
Property Tax Fund
For The Year Ended December 31, 1981
ASSETS
Taxes Receivable
Due From State of New Hampshire;
Business Profits Tax




1. 1981 Additions Deductions 31. 1981







$331,105 $1,177,509 $1,162,195 $346,419
LIABILITIES
Due To Holderness School District
Due To Grafton County












$331,105 $1,177,509 $1,162,195 $346,419
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements
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TO\W OF HOLDERNESS
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
1. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNIING POLICIES :
The accounting policies of the Town of Holderness conform to generally accepted
accounting principles for local governmental units except as indicated herein-
after. The following is a summary of significant accounting policies.
Basis of Accounting
The accrual basis is used for all fiduciary funds. Governmental funds utilize
the modified accrual basis whereby revenues are recorded when measurable and
available. Expenditures are recorded when the liability is incurred (accrual
basis) except:
a. Disbursements for inventory items (material and supplies) are
considered expenditures at the time of purchase.
b. Prepaid expenses are not normally recorded.
c. Interest on long-term debt which is recorded as an expenditure
when due.
General Fixed Assets
Fixed assets acquired or constructed for general government services are
recorded as expenditures in the fund making the expenditure. Funds used to
acquire general fixed assets and/or debt service payments on borrowings in
connection therewith are accounted for as expenditures in the year payments
are made. Generally accepted accounting principles require that general
fixed assets be capitalized and accounted for in a separate fixed asset
group of accounts.
Continuing Appropriations
Appropriations for certain projects and specific items not fully expended at
year- end are carried forward as continuing appropriations to the next year in
which they supplement the appropriations of that year. At year-end, continuing
appropriations are reported as a component of fund balance and are as follows:
Library - Energy Conservation $1,500





NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
(Continued)
Taxes Collected For Others
The Town collects taxes for Holderness School District and Grafton County
which are remitted to them as required by law. These funds are accounted
for as agency funds.
Inter-Fund Transactions
During the course of normal operations, the Town has numerous transactions
between funds including expenditures and transfers of resources to provide
services, construct assets and service debt. The accompanying governmental
and fiduciary funds financial statements reflect such transactions as trans-
fers.
Other General Accounting Policies
Retirement System
Only members of the Police Department are members of the New Hampshire
Retirement System. Under this plan, participants contribute annually
a percentage of compensation which is fixed by law. The Town's contri-
bution rate for normal cost of the plan is based upon an actuarial
valuation of the State plan as of June 1, 1978 and has been set at
14.37o of annual compensation for police. Tlie amount, if any, of the
excess of vested benefits over pension fund assets for the Town of
Holderness is not available. The Town has no past service cost oblig-
ation. The total pension cost to the Town for the year was $5,311.
Property Taxes
Annually, the To^^m establishes an amount for abatements, discounts, and
refunds of property tax revenues known as overlay. All abatements,
discounts and refunds are charged to overlay.
As prescribed by law, the Tax Collector sells at tax sale, all uncollected
property taxes in the following year after taxes are due, where applicable.
The purchaser at tax sale has a priority tax lien on these properties and
accrues interest at 18% per annum. Delinquent taxpayers must redeem
property from tax sale purchasers
.
Property is sold to the party who will accept a lien for the least undivided
interest in the property for payment of taxes and related costs due. If
property is not redeemed within the two year redemption period, the property
is tax deeded to the lien holder.
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TOtW OF HOLDERNESS
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
(Continued)
2. PURPOSE OF FUNDS AND ACCOUNT GROUPS ;
The Town reports its activities in numerous individual funds to comply with
the limitations and restrictions placed on both the resources made available
to the Town and the services provided. Individual funds and account groups
siMnmarized in the accompanying financial statements are classified as follows:
A. Governmental Funds
These funds are intended to provide recurring general services.
They are controlled by a budget approved by the voters.
General Fund - used to account for all revenues and expenditures
which are not accounted for in other funds or account groups.
Special Revenue Funds - used to account for specific restricted
revenues and expenditures for various purposes. Receipts and
expenditures of each fund are governed by the terms of contractual
agreameuCs, statutes or local law.
B. Fiduciary Funds
Trust and Agency Funds - these funds are used to account for
assets held by the Town in a fiduciary capacity for various
purposes including cemetery operations, and taxes collected
for other governmental units. Receipts and expenditures of
each fund are governed by statutes or local law.
3. BUDGET ;
The Town budget represents departmental appropriations as authorized by annual
or special town meetings. The Selectmen may transfer funds between operating
categories as they deem necessary New Hampshire State statutes require that
the annual budget be in balance but provides for use of beginning fund balance.
Undesignated beginning fund balance of $43,572 was applied to reduce the 1981
tax rate in the General Fund,
A. CHANGES IN LONG-TERM DEBT:
Notes Payable - January 1 $3,500
Notes Paid During Year 3,500
Notes Payable - December 31 $ -
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TOWN OF HOLDERNESS
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
(Continued)
TRUST AND AGENCY FUND:
Non-Expendable Trust Funds are restricted by law or specific terms of
individual bequests, in that only income earned thereon may be expended,
Principal and income balances at December 31, 1981 are as follows;
Principal Interest
Cemetery Funds $4,750 $4,646
Expendable Trust Funds of $5,025 represent the accumulation of periodic






















Conservation Totals (Memorandum Only)








Combining Statements of Revenues, Expenditures and changes in Fund Balances
All Special Revenue Funds










Excess of Revenues Over (Under)
Expenditures




Total Other Financing Sources (Uses)
Excess of Revenues and Other Sources Over
(Under) Expenditures and Other Uses
Fund Balances - January 1




















Conservation Totals CMemorandum Only)
Library Commission December 31, 1981
$ $ $34,719
44 94 1,646












$7,134 $ - ( $ 4,948 )
($ 338) $ 94 $ 7,431
663 1,635 23,109
$ 325 $1,729 $30,540
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REPORT OF THE SELECTMEN
At the outset, our thanks to all our officials, heads of departments and members
of outstanding committees for their unstinted cooperation during the past year. The
Fire and Police departments should be justly proud of their part in making Holderness
a safer place in which to live. The Highway Department has done an outstanding job
in maintaining our miles of roads, especially in view of the very adverse conditions
during the early part of the winter. Thank you all.
In June, Mrs. Frances Ayer resigned as Secretary of the Planning Board after
serving as Secretary and member of the Board for eleven years. One of the original
appointees to the Board in 1969, Mrs. Ayer served dependably, diligently and
knowledageably and, during her tenure, was a decided asset to the Board. Our thanks
for her dedication in service to the community.
1 982 presents many fiscal problems. At this time we are unable to project with any
degree of accuracy as to what we can expect in the way of revenue from State sources.
We are, however, acutely aware of the ever increasing mandated programs unfunded
by the State which must be met by the Town and, also, the Supervisory Union. We will
attempt to do our best to keep the burden on the property tax to a minimum. However,
it must be remembered that the tax rate is determined at the budget hearings and at
Town Meeting-not by the Selectmen.
Franchise negotiations in regard to Cable Television are progressing and we hope
to have a viable agreement in the near future.
Again we remind building contractors, potential home builders or those in-
dividuals anticipating substantial alterations, that they must submit their proposed
plans to the Governor's Council on Energy to insure conformity with the State Energy
Code.
REPORT OF THE HOLDERNESS POLICE DEPARTMENT
The Holderness Police Department has again had an increasingly active year,
answering 182 more calls than in 1980. Although there were several close calls we are
happy to report there were no fatals on our roads or on the lake.
In conjunction with a request from town officials to conserve fuel and this
department's own desire to keep costs down we have tried to limit our patrols and
conserve on the gasoline usage. Last year we averaged approximately 74.8 gallons of
gas a week. And please don't be alarmed-we still patrol and if an area shows a marked
increase in burglaries we increase coverage accordingly.
In 1981 motorcycle weekend went smoothly, and of course we had the annual
flooding of Holderness Road to contend with.
In the fall of 1981 this Department was asked to have a table at the Holderness
Central School Birthday-A-Fair. Officer Craig Cheney assisted Elizabeth Gehling in
this endeavor, and from feedback from the public it was very successful. The theme
was on drug abuse and included contraband which was seized in Holderness, and
informational material on this particular subject. We would like to take this op-
portunity to thank Otto Moulton, a private industrialist, who is engaged in trying to
turn the tide on drugs and their effect on society today, as he provided the various
informational materials made available to give to the public. It is hoped that we will be
able to have more of these informational tables in the future to cover other areas of
interest such as crime prevention.
At this time this Department would like to thank Mr. Paul Needham for his
donation of a Polaroid SX70 Land Camera to the Department. This camera has already
been useful to the Department. We would also like to thank him for his many years of
service to the Town as a special officer, as he has tendered his resignation. Thomas
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O'Donnell has also left his part time position to rejoin the U.S. Coast Guard.
In the area of training Sgt. Zampieri attended a three day Arson Seminar at St.
Anselms College, and Officer Cheney attended the Officer Survival School sponsored
by the NH Police Standards and Training Council. In the fall, both of these officers
attended a two day Training Council school on radar.
We would like to thank all the citizens for their support, and thank also the




Take your keys out of motor vehicle when not in use! I
2. Mark your valuables! This is very important should you have to identify them
later. We have kits which you can use to do this.
3. Lock your doors!!
1981 Value of property stolen $49,641 .00
1981 Value of property recovered 48,607.00










Contempt of Court 2






Family & Neighborhood Dispute 40




Littering & Junk 1
















Theft (from vehicles) 6







Suspicious Circumstances/ Person 32
Theft (Larceny) 50





FORTY-NINTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
HOLDERNESS FIRE DEPARTMENT
In 1981, Holderness Firemen were called for assistance 60 times, three less
than a year ago.
But structural fires were up by 4 and the town recorded its second fire-related
fatality in as many years with the tragic death of Edith Plant.
There were no false alarms during the year but the town still continues its upward
trend in woodheat related fires, 1978 recorded 25% of all structural fires as woodheat
related; 1979, 36% ; 1980, 61 % and last year, 63%. It may be that while saving energy
we are losing homes!
We went outside town to help our neighbors on 14 occasions, one less than a year
ago.
Forest fires, including brush, were down to 2 from 8 of last year. The state Forest
Fire Service has discontinued the fire lookout on Red Hill so we will have to be more
vigilant.
Four search and rescues, 2 flood details, 5 medical emergencies and 7 automobile
fires rounds out the year's activities.
Records at the Lakes Region Mutual Fire Aid System headquarters in Laconia
show our average response time for the year to be 2.2 minutes. Response time starts
with the initial alarm to the sign-on of the first truck. The average time for the 22-town
system is 2.4.
Average travel time (from sign-on until arrival at the scene) was 5.3 minutes.
Average for the system was 4.4 including Communities where there are fulltime,
manned fire departments.
On out-of-town calls Holderness logged 7.7 minutes in travel time. The Mutual Aid
System average is 11.4 minutes.
An article before the 1982 town meeting will ask voters for funds to purchase a
3000-gal. tanker/ pumper to insure a steady flow of water for initial fire attack.
Dependable water supply is a continuing problem and, more and more, the insurance
companies are basing their rates upon ability of a fire department to deliver a steady
flow of water.
Again our thanks to the Fire Dept. Auxiliary for their continuing support, financial
and otherwise; hot coffee and doughnuts at fires, and to the people of Holderness for
their cooperation.
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1982 is our 50th Anniversary year! We plan to publish a history of
Holderness and hold various gala events.
Tink Taylor
Clerk
HOLDERNESS FIRE DEPARTMENT - CALLS FOR ASSISTANCE
[January 1, 1981 to December 31, 1981]
JANUARY
5 Lillian Eastman, College Rd., Chimney
8 Mutual Aid, W. Centre Habor - cancelled
9 Arnold Turner, N. River St., Chimney
15 Mutual Aid, Ashland - cover truck
17 Roy Melanson, Perch Pond Rd., Chimney
17 Mutual Aid, W. Centre Harbor
17 Mutual Aid, Ashland
21 Silvia Doner, N. River St., stove top fire
23 Amelia Howe, Howe Rd., Chimney
29 Robert McGuire, Rt. 3 - E. Holderness - full structure
FEBRUARY
4 Janet Hayes, Rt. 3 - East Holderness - Chimney
12 Intervale - Flood Detail
Central School - Flood Detail
Terry Closson, College Rd., structure
14 Alden Van Sickle, Rt. 113, Chimney
19 Frank Potter, Rt. 113, Chimney
21 Earl Hanson, Shepard Hill, Chimney
25 Edith Plant, Coxborough Rd., Trailer (Fatality)
MARCH
1 Mutual Aid, Bridgewater
7 Todd Lambert, Rt. 175, Chimney
8 Lewler, Rt. 3, South, Gas Washdown
Peter Hendel, Seven Pines, Chimney
9 Mutual Aid, Ashland - cover truck
14 Rt. 175 - Auto accident - occupant trapped
15 Rt. 3 - Squam Bridge, Auto accident
19 Mutual Aid, Ashland
20 Peter Hodges, Rt. 3, Brush fire
23 Bert Currier, Mt. Prospect, Chimney
29 Black Horse Motel, Animal in Lake
APRIL
1 Ed Burgess, Rt. 175, Trailer fire
6 Harold Matthews, Auto Fire, Rt. 3 N.
15 Coxborough Rd. - Auto accident, 2 injured
Joe Nassar, Rt. 3 - South, Chimney
19 Mutual Aid, Burleigh Mt. New Hampton, Structure
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MAY
4 Rt. 175, 2 Auto Accident, Occupant trapped
5 Mutual Aid, Ashland, Structure
9 James Carpenter, Rt. 175, Auto-Gas Washdown
23 Carl Von Berger, 7 Pines, Forest Fire - Rekindle
24 Mutual Aid, Ashland - cover truck
JUNE
2 Little Squam, Behind Boulders Motel, Boat capsized
JULY
9 Charles Currier, Rt. 175, Lightning strike
12 Eddie Rogers, Rt. 113, Medical Emergency
16 Joyce Hyslop, Rt. 3- East Holderness, Medical Emergency
20 Ellen Barry, Auto Accident, Colonial Eagle Motel
AUGUST
19 Nathaniel Preston, Mooney Pt., Medical Emergency
22 Martin Van Winkle, West Wind, E. Holderness, Structure
SEPTEMBER
24 Mutual Aid, New Hampton, Lightning strike
Rt. 175, Electrical Lines
27 Billy Spina, Squam Lake Resort, Structure
OCTOBER
9 Alphonse Morin, Mt. LIvermore Trailer Park, Search and Rescue, Found the next
day
14 Tony Hurd, Lost child, located on Rt. 175
17 Mutual Aid, Meredith
NOVEMBER
9 Two lost children, Rt. 175, Meadowview
11 Mutual Aid, Ashland, structure
19 Francis O'Donnell, Rt. 175, Chimney
DECEMBER
18 David Woodbury, Coxborough Rd., Electrical
Chase, S. River St., Chimney
21 David Bogart, Rt. 3 at 175, Chimney
25 Harold Matthews, Rt. 113, Medical Emergency
30 Bill Spina, Squam Lake Resort, Structure
31 Mutual Aid, Ashland
REPORT OF THE TRAINING OFFICER
Each month drills were conducted for department members, one preceding the
monthly business meeting and a more extensive session on a separate evenina.
Subjects covered included forcible entry, vehicle extrication, pumping from lakes,
and streams, pumping and laying lines from hydrants, raising and operating from
ground ladders, extending and advancing hose lines, salvage and overhaul, ven-
tilation, driver training on apparatus, water and ice rescues, dangers of fire involving
electrical hazards, forest fire fighting methods, care and service of forestry equip-
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ment, care and maintenance of apparatus and care of firefighting equipment. Also we
incorporated into our drills a the annual service test of pumpers and the testing of fire
hose. Vehicle and equipment maintenance were performed as an auxiliary service
during many training sessions. We were brought up to date on developments of the
Mutual Aid System Dispatch Center in Laconia by the Chief Coordinator who told us
of many "extra" services provided by them in the areas of training, group purchases
and record keeping. We visited the Holderness School and Rockywold-Deephaven
Camps to be sure all members are familiar with the fire hazards involved, and to in-
corporate pre-fire planning into our drills. Time was spent planning an in-
terdepartmental drill on cold weather pumping and water supply to be held for all area
departments as soon as Squam Lakes has frozen enough to support men and
equipment. Drills were very well attended. Better than 80% of our members were at
each drill.
I wish to extend my thanks to the Chief and all officers and firefighters for the
cooperation given me during the year. Also, thanks are due the Squam Lakes Science
Center, Rockywold-Deephaven Camps and Holderness School for allowing us the use
of their facilities in our training program.
December 31 , 1981
Respectfully submitted,
Capt. Darren D. Smith
Training Officer
1982 OVERSEER OF WELFARE
Sixteen families were interviewed, some received food orders, help in finding jobs,
room and board, or directed to other agencies for help.
Overseer of Welfare
Laura Heath
REPORT OF THE HOLDERNESS FREE LIBRARY
The Holderness Free Library has had another good year. The Children's Story Hour
under the supervision of Mrs. Susan Stroud was a huge success. Christmas
decorations were made in the basement on two Saturdays, thanks to Lila Heath's
excellent supervision.
We have a very capable librarian, Mrs. Mary DeLashmit. The book selection is
excellent and the circulation has increased enormously.
We have a new furnace which is a big help in the energy crisis. This was made
possible by private donations at no expense to the taxpayers.
We have a new trustee, Watt Rand, a great addition. It is good to know that so
many people are using the library. We know that the budget has increased, but with
the cost of fuel, electricity and everything else we do need the money to operate well.
We certainly hope that the taxpayers will support us.
Your library is an asset to our Town.
Respectfully submitted,
Helen A. Taylor









Regular: Wednesdays and Saturdays, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Summer: Mondays,
Wednesdays and Saturdays 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Programs this year have included our Preschoolers Story Hour in the fall, which
was co-sponsored this year by the Holderness Girl Scouts, who helped with the
reading and other activities. The Librarian has also given talks to the Girl Scouts in
relation to some of their programs. We have had our regular summer and holiday craft
programs, and the Summer Reading Program, which had an even bigger attendance
this year than before, with 64 kids actively participating. Donations of books and time
(and some money!) have again helped to enhance our services to you, and we thank all




THE HOLDERNESS PLANNING BOARD
In 1981 the Holderness Planning Board reviewed sixteen applications for sub-
divisions. The Board approved 12 subdivisions creating a total of 23 new lots in the
Town.
On 3/4/81 the Board passed amendments designed to clarify and strengthen
Town requirements for construction of and improvements to roads in subdivisions.
Special attention was paid to grade and surface treatment. We feel that the road
amendments plus the Slopes/Soils amendment passed in 1980 (which determines
minimum lot size based on quality of soils and slope of the land) have greatly
strengthened the Town's subdivision regulations. In 1981 two large subdivisions
Involving 62 lots located on relatively steep terrain, were withdrawn due mainly to the
impact of these amendments.
Other 1 981 amendments included 1 ) application and review procedures as required
by recent State Statutes and 2) requirements for subdivision occuring in flood plain
areas. The latter requirements were adopted following passage of a Flood Plain
Ordinance at the Annual Town Meeting in March.
Final decision on two legal actions against the Town and Planning Board have
been pending for over a year. These two lawsuits underscore our need for a com-
prehensive Town Master Plan.
Work on the Master Plan has progressed to where completion is possible by mid
1982. Current land use and land capability surveys and mappings are completed along
with other necessary town surveys and population statistics. The Lakes Region
Planning Commission will be working closely with the Town in the next several
months to develop a future land use plan and recommendations on how to achieve our
community goals as outlined in last year's annual report. We will be looking for
maximum input from Town citizens at this level and invite all who are interested to
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attend our monthly public meetings notice of which are posted in the Record Citizen,
Town Office and Post Office.
Frances Ayer has retired from the Board after 1 1 years of faithful service as its first
secretary. Fran has diligently and accurately recorded the proceedings of over 100
planning board meetings, no small feat when one recalls some of the more con-
troversial subdivisions of past years. The Board and Town are deeply indebted to Fran
for her efforts. She has been ably replaced by Charlie Currier who as a past selectman,
health officer and budget committee member, is no stranger to Town service.
Respectfully submitted,
Peter J. Hendel, Chairman






REPORT OF THE PEMI-BAKER HOME HEALTH AGENCY
The Pemi-Baker Home Health Agency continues to provide a wide range of health
care for towns in this area. Last year Holderness residents received the following
services:
Skilled Nursing 205 visits
Physical Therapy 11
Speech Therapy 6
Home Health Aides 85
Homemakers 165
In addition to the above services blood pressure clinics for Holderness and
Ashland were held on the first Thursday in each month at the Ashland Baptist Church.
Two diabetic screenings were held. Immunization clinics were held bi-monthly at the
American Legion Hall for all member towns.
Speech therapy by a trained therapist was added to our services in October. This is
especially helpful to stroke victims.
The Agency is studying the feasibility of establishing a Hospice program for our
member towns. This would provide trained volunteer support for families caring for a
terminally ill patient who wishes to be at home.
As of February first the Agency is in a new and improved office space on Highland
Street in Plymouth.
Federal, State and County funding is not entirely clear at this time and it Is
possible there will be curtailment of some services. However, the staff and Board of
Directors will make every effort to continue the high quality of health care we have
delivered in the past.
Respectfully submitted,
Eleanor Wolf
Holderness Representative to the
Pemi Baker Home Health Agency
Board of Directors
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REPORT OF THE CIVIL DEFENSE DIRECTOR
There were two floods during 1981. The first occurred on February lit.
Started monitoring river at 1700 -- 2/11/81.
1800 5.81
2100 6.31
2200 Went to Plymouth to check river and the dispatch center.
2345 8.87
0020 11.91 2/12/81
0021 Called the businesses on Holderness Road warning them of height of river.
0030 Returned to Plymouth -- checked river and went to Dispatch center.
0100 12.58
Approximately 1 :30, light and phones went out (8) eight minutes -- phones were
out for several hours.
0230 North end of River Street the water receded about six inches.
0230 Returned to dispatch center. River was about 4 feet from the top of the bank at
N. River St. Checked the whole length of the interval andS. River St.
0258 Water came over the bank at the N. End of River St. I asked the Police to warn
all residents.
0319 Called Fire Dept. for help
0330 People were removed from trailers by truck from Old Mill Properties.
0332 The CD. director of Plymouth called the National Guard. From this time until
the water receded assistance was given to anyone who needed help.
1550 Started to pump out cellars. The following were pumped by HFD.
E.Hill Don's Market T. Gaulhier
G. Turner B. Moses Mrs. Perk
D. Hanaway A. Frizzell
O. Gushing J. Miller
J. Pelitier J. McCormack
Secured from detail at 20.30
12M3 stood by at Holderness School from 0319 2/12 until 0342 2/13/81
The second flood occurred on February 20th.
Monitored river all day
At 16:15 received call a big ice build up in Baker River -- water rising very fast.
Reached river at 16:30 ~ warned all businesses on interval. Had warned all homes on
River St. by 17:10 of impending high water. Monitored river at 5 different points.
Alerted the National Guard of the high water and the possibility of evacuation. Water
over the road at 23:30(approx.) Notified Fire Co. to move truck to Holderness School.
Ice went out of the Pemi at 0012. Water receded from interval for about 20 minutes
then started back up. At 1 :20 seven (7) people needed shelter. Called the National
Guard Armory and was told we could not use that facility. Called the CD.
headquarters in Concord and they told me to find a place in Holderness to put the
people up.
I secured Speare gym at the college at 02:00. Bed and blankets were shipped from
Concord. Arrived at 04:20. (19 people in all) These people were fed at the college and
were moved to Hall Dorm at 10 AM for the duration. 03:00 Went to every house on the
interval to rewarn any that had not left. We assisted any who needed help and after
daylight everything seemed to be under control. Baker River ice jam still threatening.
Blocked off bridge and allowed only residents and people working over the bridge. I
left the sceneat 16:20 and Earl Hansen took over until the water was at a safe level for
the people to return.
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Road was re-opened about 02:00. Secured the fire truck from Holderness School




FOURTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Again, in 1981 , most of our time was taken up with wetland protection. Six ap-
plications for construction within wetlands were reviewed but none required a public
hearing. These areas are very valuable as sources of groundwater recharge, wildlife
habitat, filtration of surface runoff pollution and as water supplies for rural fire
fighting.
The laborious and lengthy task of completing the next phase of our Wetlands
Inventory is a lost completed and, at year's end, it was at the printer's. Enough copies
of the key, explanation and listing of "prime wetlands" will be prepared so that all
interested parties; the planning board, selectmen, health officer, fire department,
police, realtors. Chamber of Commerce, marinas and residents may have copies. To
offset costs, though, we shall have to charge a nominal fee.
Our biggest delay has been the state Wetlands Board's delay in promulgating
"prime wetlands" criteria; those areas of such importance as to be worthy of a greater
degree of protection. But now we have the state standards and have incorporated
them into our inventory key and town maps.
The only other activities for 1 981 were two applications for the cutting of firewood
on the town forest off Beede Road plus numerous inquiries about the gypsy moth,




Larry Spencer (on leave)
Bart Nourse (resigned)
Tink Taylor, chairman
APPLICATIONS FOR CONSTRUCTION WITHIN
THE WETLANDS OF HOLDERNESS 1981
June 2 Mary W. Neel July 28 Peter S. Francisco




June 16 New England Tel and Tel





July 4 John Bennett, Jr.






REPORT OF TOWN HALL COMMITTEE
During the year of 1981 , other than the general operating expenses of the Town
Hall, the only money spent was for the replacement of the grates within the main hall
wood stove.
Three bids have been received for the painting of the exterior of the Town Hall.
Hopefully, this work will be done in the Spring of 1982 by the lowest of the three
estimates submitted.
Road Agent Lyie Thompson and crew have made two new flag poles; hopefully
ones that will withstand any future vandalism.
Respectfully submitted,




In our continued effort to communicate more directly with the taxpaying citizen of
Grafton County, we are taking this opportunity to reach you through your local
town/city report.
We are pleased to report that, due to the unusually high interest rates during our
1981 fiscal year, Grafton County had a very good investment year, realizing $71,375 in
interest earned, which contributed to the $257,458 surplus, most of which was ap-
plied to the fiscal year 1982 budget to reduce tax requirements. Budget appropriations
for the current fiscal year beginning July 1, 1981 are about on target. However, we
may be looking to a deficit at fiscal year end and we definitely anticipate a sizable
budget increase next fiscal year due to shifts in programs and financial respon-
sibilities without accompanying federal/state funding to administer these programs,
many of which are mandatory, not optional. Impact is already being felt by towns as
well as counties in the educational, child protection/placement, and medicaid
programs. In line with state and local "belt tightening", the County Commissioners
will be taking a hard look at budget requests this next fiscal year. Priorities must be
established to "hold the line" in future budget appropriations.
The computerized bookkeeping system is working out well, proving to be an asset
in controlling appropriations and allowing on-demand reports showing the County's
financial position at any given time.
Grafton County Commissioners, along with the maintenance supervisors and
Nursing Home administration, continue to work closely with Dynamic Integrations in
effecting energy conservation measures, both for the Courthouse and Nursing Home
Complex. Many dollars have been and will continue to be saved through these efforts.
Superior Court has requested finishing the second courtroom in the very near
future as there is a greater demand for jury hearings and use of two courtrooms at the
same time. The Commissioners have engaged Wright-Pierce architectural firm to
submit proposals for finishing the second courtroom, with the intent of having funds
included in the next fiscal year's budget to carry out the project.
Again this year the farm has been productive. Cattle sales grossed an all time high
of $35,235. While cattle sales have been very successful, our herd has remained
consistently highly rated in the Dairy Herd Improvement Association reports. Cattle
were entered into eight various sales in three different states. The total herd, in-
cluding milkers, heifers and calves, numbers about 187. The swine program has also
had a most fruitful year, with a combination of production and sales. As in the years
past, we maintain a waiting list for piglets. There have been quite a few field trips
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through the facility by the local school districts and Future Farmers Association,
utilizing our farm for their educational programs. The Nursing Home purchased
$32,402 of food and produce from the farm, which was advantageous to our residents
by having fresh produce in season and frozen produce during the winter months, not
to mention the cost saving factor.
Grafton County had the highest census ever this past year in the Jaii ana nuui>c ui
Correction, resulting in an increase in management problems such as overcrowding,
staff stress, and much higher than anticipated inmate medical costs. Inappropriate
admissions to county jails of mentally disturbed inmates has created a great portion
of inmate behavior problems within the facility.
The Commissioner hold their regular meeting every Monday, except holidays, at
9:30 a.m. in the Commissioners' Office of the Grafton County Courthouse, followed
by a second meeting at the Grafton County Nursing Home Complex at 1 :00 p.m.
which regularly includes visits to farm and jail facilities. Public and press are
welcome, and, in fact, are encouraged to attend the meetings.
Grafton County Commissioners:
Richard L. Bradley, Chairman
Dorothy Campion, Clerk
Arthur E. Snell, Vice Chairman
UPPER VALLEY SENIOR CITIZENS COUNCIL, INC.
Starlstics for Town of Holderness
October 1, 1980-September30, 1981
Number of Senior Holderness residents served — 41





Total Cost of services provided to Holderness residents
Received from Town of Holderness
Request for 1982
(1) Unit cost from Audit Report for July 1 , 1980 - June 30, 1981.
(2) For the entire agency, cost of Programs is funded: 49.9% by Federal programs;
11.7% by Donated fees; 5.1% Individual donations; 6.4% Miscellaneous;
17.8% Donations of Goods and Services and 9.7% Local Public Funds and
the United Way.
Total No.
Unit Units of Total Cost








REPORT OF THE HOLDERNESS PARK BOARD
The 1981 season for the Holderness Town Beach went very smoothly. We had
ticket sales totaling 82 again this year.
I would like to thank everyone who helped to open and close the beach this year. It
would be impossible to do so without the cooperation and organizationfrom you all.
The lifeguard did an excellent job this year, giving swimming lessons, selling
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Gerald P. Bourgeois, Ed. D.
HOLDERNESS SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
MARCH 5, 1981
The meeting of the Holderness School District was called to order at 7:30 p.m. by
Moderator, Tink Taylor. About 150 people were present and board members: Mrs.
Mastro, Mr. Ray and Mrs. Hodges. Also present were Mr. Eames, Principal and Mr.
Cosgrove, Superintendent.
Mr. Biddle led us in the Pledge of Allegience.
We observed a moment of silent prayer in memory of Edith Ladd Plante.
The meeting was opened with a brief statement from Mrs. Mastro welcoming all
present on behalf of the school board and listing the items to be discussed.
The following business was transacted.
Mrs. Staples moved, Mr. Eames seconded.
Article I. I move to accept the reports of agents, auditors, committees or officers
chosen.
The vote was in the affirmative.
Mrs. Hodges moved, Mr. Eames seconded.
Article II. I move the District raise and appropriate the sum of $1 ,000.00 in order to
establish a contingency fund in accordance with RSA 198:4-b to meet the cost of
unanticipated expenses that may arise during the year.
The vote was in the affirmative.
Mrs. Mastro moved, Mr. Biddle seconded.
Article III. I move the District raise and appropriate the sum of $3,500.00 which,
together with funds budgeted for the same purpose for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1981 , will be used to repair and renovate the existing sewage disposal facilities at the
Holderness Central School.
Mrs. Hanaford suggested that a committee be formed of perhaps five people
Including our local state engineer and health officer to check into the problem and
determine what actually needs to be done.
The Article was debated at length and finally passed.
Mr. Spencer moved, Mr. Tuveson seconded.
Article IV. I move the District raise and appropriate the sum of $42,794.00 for the
purpose of implementing energy conservation measures, $21 ,397.00 of said sum to be
received by the District in the form of a grant from the Governor's Council on Energy
pursuant to the National Emergency Conservation Policy Act, and the remaining
$21 ,397.00 to be raised from current taxes. (The $21 ,397.00 grant from the Governor's
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Council on Energy will not be available to the District unless this article is voted in the
affirmative.)
Mrs. Hodges : Our reduced fuel rate, that we are asking for this year is based upon
having these energy measures performed. We feel we will be able to save so much fuel
this first year that we can reduce our fuel cost to $17,500.00.
The vote was in the affirmative.
Mrs. Mastro moved, Mr. Biddle seconded.
Article V. I move the District will authorize the school board to make application
for, accept and expend on behalf of the District, any and all grants or offers or other
funds for educational purposes, which may now or hereafter be forthcoming from any
Federal, State, local governmental or private agencies.
The vote was in the affirmative.
Mrs. Mastro moved, Mrs. Currier seconded.
Article VI. I move that the District vote to raise the sum of $690,128.00 for the
support of schools, for salaries of school district officials, employees and agents and
for the payment of statutory obligations of the District. Much debate followed.
Mr. Ciricione requested a recess to discuss a technical matter with the board
concerning the appropriation.
Recess called.
Mr. Taylor explained that there was a clerical oversight in that the original amount
that was inserted in the article did not include the amounts of money you have raised
under the preceding articles. Therefore, the amount moved by Mrs. Mastro will
have to be amended to include these totals.
Mrs. Mastro withdrew her previous motion.
Mrs. Mastro moved, Mrs. Currier seconded.
I move the District vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $737,422.00 for the
support of schools, for the salaries of school district officials, employees and agents
and for the payment of statutory obligations of the District which sum includes all
special articles previously voted by the District.
Mr. Morse moved the article, Mr. Currier seconded.
The vote was in the affirmative.
Mr. Ayre moved, Mrs. Hanaford seconded.
That a 5 member committee be established to look into the septic system
problems.
The vote was in the affirmative.
Mrs. Mastro had a few words of appreciation for Mr. Cosgrove, Superintendent of
Schools, who will be retiring at the end of the school year.
Mrs. Currier had words of appreciation for Mr. Carvelli for his 15 years as School
District Treasurer and for Mr. Hunt who has been the bus contractor for 31 years.
Brian Hanaford and Jim Dalley, the candidates for School Treasurer, both spoke,
listing their qualifications for the post.
Since there was no other business to be transacted, the annual school DISTRICT








THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the School District of Holderness qualified to vote in district
affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Holderness Town Hall In said district on the




To choose a Moderator for the coming year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Member of the School Board for the ensuing three years.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.









THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the School District of the Town of Holderness, County of
Grafton, and State of New Hampshire qualified to vote in district affairs
:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Holderness Central School in said district
on Thursday, the eleventh day of March, 1982, at 7:30 o'clock in the afternoon to act
upon the following subjects:
Article 1 : To hear the report of agents, auditors, committees or officers chosen
and to pass any vote relative thereto.
Article 2. : To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,000.00 in order to establish a contingency fund In accordance with RSA 198:4-b to
meet the cost of unanticipated expenses that may arise during the year.
Article 3: To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$27,450.00 as a deficit appropriation representing tuition payment to the Laconia
State School for two students.
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Artlcit 4: To see if the District will vote to authorize the School Board to make
application for, accept and expend on behalf of the District, any and all grants or
offers or other funds for educational purposes, which may now or hereafter be forth-
coming from any federal, state, local governmental or private agencies.
Articles: To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise and appropriate
for the support of schools, for the salaries of school district officials, employees and
agents and for the payment of statutory obligations of the District.
Articles: To transact such other business which may legally come before said
meeting.
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REPORT FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
WHAT IS A SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT?
New Hampshire School Law states that the State Board of Education has "the
same powers of management, supervision, and direction over all public schools in
this state as the directors of a business corporation have over its business, except as
otherwise limited by law." The state of New Hampshire has 168 school districts which
the State Board of Education has divided into approximately 47 School Administrative
Units, each administered by a superintendent of schools.
Schools, like other public agencies and business corporations, must have a
management system. The New Hampshire school management system is the School
Administrative Unit. School board members who are elected by the voters of their
individual school districts comprise the policy making School Administrative Unit
board. The superintendent serves as the executive head of the public schools, and is
responsible for planning and administering their affairs subject to statutory
requirements, the regulations of the State Board of Education, and the policies of the
local districts. In performance of these duties, the superintendent is responsible to
the State Board of Education through its Commissioner, and the board or boards of
the School Administrative Unit.
School Administrative Unit budgets, following a pulic hearing, are annually voted
by the School Administrative Unit School board. The budget provides for the salaries
of the superintendent and other School Administrative Unit personnel along with
other necessary central office expenditures. School Administrative Unit school
boards decide the number of persons to be employed, their duties, and their salaries.
Local districts share the services provided by the School Administrative Unit and
share the costs of operating a central office. The local school district's share of the
School Administrative Unit budget is determined by two factors: half on the basis of
pupil membership and half on the basis of equalized valuation. Approximately 285
million tax dollars will be expended in 1981-1982 to educate New Hampshire's 180
thousand public school students. About 2 percent of the above expenditures is spent
to provide management services to the 1 68 school districts.
School Administrative Unit #48 includes the communities of Campton, Holder-
ness, Plymouth, Rumney, Thornton, Waterville Valley, and Wentworth. It is one of the
largest in the State of New Hampshire from the standpoint of school boards (9) and
square miles (200). It was formed so that local school districts could join together to
provide themselves with necessary administrative services they could not in-
dependently furnish efficiently or economically. Services provided include, but are
not limited to:
budget preparation and control;
building and maintenance programs;
state and federal, record keeping and reporting;
recruitment and employment of all staff;
public relations, annual reports;
supervision and evaluation of all staff;
curriculum development and coordination of school programs;
staff development and re-training;
energy conservation activities;
coordination and development of federal programs;
school health services;
school food service programs;
special education programs;
salary preparation and fringe benefit documentation; and
teacher negotiations and professional assistance to school boards
in many areas.
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The Superintendent of Schools and his staff function so that the above mentionec
services are provided with a single goal in mind — to provide the best possible
education to the children in our connmunities in a cost-effective design. The at




Gerald P. Bourgeois, Ed. D.
Assistant Superintendent of Schools
EXPLANATION OF SUPERINTENDENT'S AND
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT'S SALARY FOR 1980-1981
Chapter 189, Section 58 Revised Statutes Annotated of the State of New Hamp-
shire, requires that the school district annual report show the total amount paid to the
Superintendent of Schools as per the following quotation: "Reports. Each superin-
tendent of a School Administrative Unit shall annually prepare a report of the total
salary paid to the superintendent, showing in detail the amount paid by the state and
each local school district and their share of same ... Said report shall be included in
the annual report of the respective school district as a separate entry. A like report and
entry shall be made for each assistant superintendent, teacher consultant, and
business administrator, if any is in service in the unit."
One-half of the School Administrative Unit expenses is prorated among the
several school districts of the unit on the basis of adjusted valuations. One-half is
prorated on the basis of average daily membership in the school for the previous
school year ending June 30th. The salary of $29,838 which was received by the
Superintendent of Schools of School Administrative Unit #48 during 1980-1981 was
made up as follows: $2,500 paid by the State of New Hampshire and $27,338 was
prorated among the school districts comprising the School Administrative Unit.
Allowance for$1 ,500 travel within the Unit was also prorated as stated above.
The salary of the Assistant Superintendent during the 1980-1981 was made up as
follows: $2,274 paid by the State of New Hampshire and $24,309 was prorated as
stated above.
The table below shows the portion of salary and travel charged to each school
district.
Asst. Asst.
Adjusted Supt. Supt. Supt. Supt.
District Percent Salary Travel Salary Travel
Campton 16.11 4,404.15 241.65 3,916.18 322.20
Holderness 17.80 4,866.16 267.00 4,327.00 356.00
Plymouth 36.77 10,052.18 551.55 8,938.41 735.40
Rumney 8.78 2,400.28 131.70 2,134.33 175.60
Thornton 9.39 2,567.04 140.85 2,282.62 187.80
Waterville
Valley 6.28 1,716.83 94.20 1,526.61 125.60
Wentworth 4.87 1,331.36 73.05 1,183.85 97.40
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE PRINCIPAL
To the School Board, Superintendent of Schools, parents, and other residents of
Holderness, I respectfully submit nny Annual Report.
We have experienced some personnel changes this year. Nancy Deachman has
replaced Linda Morse as our third grade teacher. Mrs. Deachman has teaching ex-
perience in New Hampshire and Massachusetts. Christine Fieldsend has replaced
Mrs. Doreen Noseworthy as our music instructor. Miss Fieldsend has previously
taught in Charlestown, N.H. Barbara Guinan is teaching our second grade this year,
replacing Eleanor Spencer. Mrs. Guinan has experience in Campton and Plymouth.
Tim Suit is teaching reading and science in grades 5-8, having replaced Richard
Jaillet. Mr. Suit is a graduate Plymouth State College.
We are continuing our efforts to maintain a quality educational program despite
spiraling costs for expenditures often not directly related to our educational program.
A faculty committee conducted an analysis of our mathematics program needs during
last year, and our faculty eventually selected the Heath Mathematics Program as the
one best suited for Holderness Central students during the coming years.
In my last Annual Report I mentioned that we were in the process of applying for
an energy conservation grant. The Department of Energy eventually awarded a $21 ,000
grant and Holderness voters approved matching funds at our last School District
meeting. During this past summer, several energy conservation measures were un-
dertaken: the ceiling in the gymnasium was insulated, windows in classrooms were
walled up with an insulating panel, floors were insulated, the ceilings in all
classrooms were insulated, and several modifications were made to the heating
system. According to the preliminary study conducted by our architect, Frank
Marinace, our capital improvement should pay for itself through savings on heating
costs within a few years.
The Friends of Holderness Central School (FHCS) has been quite active, having
sponsored a highly successful "Birthday-A-Fair" celebration and also a Book Fair so
far this year. Our faculty and student body are appreciative of all they have done for
us.
HCS offers a comprehensive educational curriculum to all of its students. Our
faculty and administration have worked hard to develop the type of program which will
allow each student the opportunity to realize his/her potential. This goal has been
met, too, because of the support and cooperation we have received from the com-
munity we serve.
I want to express my appreciation to our faculty and staff for their conscientious
and tireless efforts on behalf of our young people. We, in turn, wish to thank our
School Board, Superintendent's Office, student body, and, most of all, our com-
munity for their support and cooperation during the past year. By continuing to work
together, we will be able to continue to maintain what we have worked so hard to
achieve.
Respectfully submitted,
Robert C. Fames, Principal
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SCHOOL NURSE'S REPORT
The 1980-81 school year included another immunization survey of children in all
grades, and further efforts to insure that all youngsters are protected against dip-
theria, whooping cough, tetanus, measles, mumps and rubella. The recent N.H.
legislation requiring all of the above, plus a tuberculin test for school entry and/or
transfer has appreciably increased the percentage of immunized students. Beyond
that, each student must be evaluated, contacted and referred for immunization and
followed up by the school. This is often a long and time consuming procedure.
Parents can help us by providing polio and tetanus booster dates as well as in-
formation about illnesses, communicable and otherwise.
The remainder of school health service time was devoted to the annual update of
emergency information on each student, processing hot lunch applications, the
biennial school census, routine student screenings, athletic physical exams, and pre-
school developmental evaluations and orientation in addition to the daily bruise and
bandaid detail.
We are grateful to Mrs. Staples, R.D.H. for our K-3 dental prophylaxis and fluoride





JOHN E. RICH, C. F. A. 1936-1971
AllCE PECKHAM RICH. C. P. A.
DAVID L. CONNORS. C. P. A.
DONALD F. MASON
JOHN E. RICH & COMPANY
Accountants and Auditors
194A PiMuni StrMt
P. O. tox 417
Concord, N. H. 03301
Talophona 225-5S03
^k^vember 2, 1981
Members of the School Board
Uolderness School District
We have examined the combined finemcial statements/ as indexed, of the holderness
School District as of and for the fiscal year ended June 3 0, 1981. Our examination
was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards euid accordingly,
included such tests of the accounting records and such other auditing procedures as
we considered necessary in the circumstances*
As more fully described in note 8 the ccxabined financial statements referred to
above do not include financial statements of the general fixed asset account group,
which should be included to conform with generally accepted accounting principles.
In our opinion, except that the omission of the financial statements described
above results in an incomplete presentation, the combined financial statements
referred to above present fairly the financial position of the Holderness School
District as at June 3 0, 1981 and the results of its operations in conformity with
generally accepted accounting principles which, have been applied on a basis
consistent with that of the preceding year.
Our examination was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the ccMubined
financial statements taken as a whole. The supporting schedules listed in the
index are presented for the purposes of additional analysis and are not a required
part of the combined financial statements of the Holderness School District. The
information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the
examination of the cc^nbined financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly
stated in all material respects in relation to the combined financial statements
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COMBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES
ALL GOVERNMENTAL FUND TYPES





























Excess (Deficiency) of Revenues Over
Expenditures
Other Financing Sources (Uses);
Operating Transfers In
Operating Transfers (Out)
Total Other Financing Sources (Uses)
Excess (Deficiency) of Revenues and Other
Financing Sources Over Expenditures and Other
Uses
Fund Balance (Deficit), July 1
Fund Balance (Deficit), June 30








































10,001 10,142 20, 143
$ (1,447) iJ 13,347 $ 11,900
Exhibit 3
HOLUERNESS SCHOOL DISTRICT
COMBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE
BUDGET AND ACTUAL - GENERAL AND SPECIAL REVt:i>JlJE FUND TYPES






























Excess (Deficiency) of Revenues Over
Expenditures
Other Financing Sources (Uses):
Operating Transfers In
Operating Transfers (Out)
Total Other Financing Sources (Uses)
Excess (Deficiency) of Revenues and Other
Financing Sources Over Expenditures and
Other Uses (Note 10)
Fund Balance (Deficit), July 1















329,987 320, 195 (9,792)
36,750 72,061 35,311






















$ $ (1,447) $ (1,447)
The Accompanying Notes are an Integral
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Budget Actual Budget Budget Actual Budget
$ $ § $551,477 $551,447 (30)
31,548 48,795 17,247
18,683 18,683 10,687 40,295 29,608
9,917 9,917 9,917 9,917









329,987 320, 195 (9,792)
















10,001 30,377 20,376 10,001 30,377 20,376












- - - -
10,001 53,904 43,903 50,937
(10,001 ) (24,565) (14,564) (14,792) (8,243) 6,549
10,001 27,770 17,769 10,001 27,770 17,769
(10,001 ) (27,770) (17,769)
10,001 27,770 17,769 -









Part of this Financial Statement.
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HOLDERNESS SCHOOL DISTRICT
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEI4ENTS
NOTE 1 - SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The accounting policies of the riolderness School District conform to
generally accepted accoxinting principles as applicable to governmental units.
The following is a sxommary of the more significant policies:
A. Basis of Presentation
The accounts of the school district are organized on the basis of
funds or account groups, each of which is considered a separate
accoxinting entity. The operations of each fund are accounted for with
a separate set of self-balancing accoxints that comprise its assets,
liabilities, equities, revenues and expenditures or expenses. The
various funds are grouped by type in the financial statements. The





General Fund - The general fund is the general operating fund of
the school district. All general appropriations and other receipts
that are not allocated by law or contractual agreement to another fund
are accounted for in this fund. From this fund are paid the general
costs that are not paid through other funds.
(2 Special Revenue Funds - Special revenue funds are used to account
for the proceeds of specific revenue sources (other than expendcQile
trust, or major capital projects) requiring separate accounting because
of legal or regulatory provisions or administrative action.
FIDUCIARY FUNDS
(3) Agency Funds - To account for assets held by governmental unit as
an agent for individuals, private organizations, other governmental
units, and/or other funds. Agency funds are custodial in nature
(assets equal liabilities) and do not involve measurement of results of
operations.
ACCOUNT GROUPS
General Long-Term Debt Account Group - Long-term liabilities expected
to be financed from governmental funds are accounted for in the General
Long-Term Debt Account Group, not in the governmental funds.
The account group is not a "fund". It is concerned only with the
measurement of financial position. It is not involved with measurement




NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
(Continued)
B» Basis of Accounting
Basis of accounting refers to when revenues and expenditures or
expenses are recognized in the accounts and reported in the financial
statements. Basis of accounting relates to the timing of the measure-
ments made, regardless of the measurement focus applied.
All Governmental Funds are accounted for using the modified
accrual basis of accounting. Their revenues are recognized when they
beccxne measurable and available as net current assets.
Expenditures are generally recognized under the modified accrual
basis of accounting when the related fund liability is incurred.
Exceptions to this general rule include: (1) accumulated unpaid vaca-
tion, sick pay and other anployee amoxints which are not accrued; and




All funds except the school hot lunch do not record inventories.
The school hot lunch program records inventories of food supplies at
cost on a first- in, first-out basis. The cost is reported as an expen-
diture at the time of purchase. Reported inventories are equally
offset by a fund balance reserve which indicates that tney do not
constitute available spendable resources.
D. General Fixed Assets
General fixed assets purchased are recorded as expenditures in
their applicable funds at the time of purchase. No depreciation has
been provided on general fixed assets.
E. Total Columns (Memorandum Only) on Combined Statements
Total columns on the Combined Statements are captioned Memorandum
Only to indicate that they are presented only to facilitate financial
analysis. Data in these columns do not present financial position,
results of operations, or changes in financial position in conformity
with generally accepted accounting principles. Neither is such data
comparable to a consolidation. Interfund eliminations have not been




NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
(Continued)
F» Appropriations from City
The Town of Holderness collects School District taxes as part of
local property tax assessments. The Town is required to pay over to
the School District its share of property tax assessments through
periodic payments based on projected cash flow requirements of the
District. The Town assumes financial responsibility for all uncollect-
ed property taxes.
NOTE 2 - ACCUMULATED UNUSED EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
Accumulated, unused sick leave and annual leave at June 30, 1981 amounted to
§28,460 for the Holderness School District.
NOTE 3 - PENSION FUNDS
The district provides for pension benefits for substantially all employees
through a contributory system under New Hampshire law. The law prescribes a
formula for computing retireitient allowances and presently does not permit advance
funding for pension liabilities. Retirement allowances which are paid from
district funding and employee contributions, are based on age and date of entry.
Employee contributions constitute an annuity savings fund from which a portion of
the retirement allowance is paid. Pension expense of §4, 298 was determined on an
actuarial basis. The School District's portion of the unfunded accrued liabil-
ity, the excess of vested benefits over plan assets at the actuarial valuation
date, is not available for inclusion in this report. Such amount, however, does
not represent a current demand upon the plem's resources as such vested benefits
in the long-term course of the plan operation are anticipated to be disb\irsed
over future years as retirement benefits to members. The value of vested bene-
fits of the employees has not been determined.
NOTE 4 - CHANGES IN FUTURE LONG-TERM DEBT
All bonded debt is recorded in the general long-term debt accounts. As the
school district is an agency of the Town of Holderness, the bonds bear the full
faith and credit of the town. The town budgets the funds for the payment of
these bonds in its annual appropriation to the school district. As the debt





NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
(Continued)
The following is a summary of bond treuisactions of the School District for
the year ended June 30, 1981:
Bonds Payable at July 1, 1980
Bonds Retired




Bonds payable at June 30, 1981 is comprised of the following issue:
$215,000; 5% Bonds Due Serially to Janviary 15, 1989 $ 80,000
The future debt service requirements of the district's outstanding bonds and
notes at June 3 0, 1981 are as follows:
Fiscal Year Ended June 30, Principal Interest rotal
1982 § 10,000 $ 4,000 $ 14,000
1983 10,000 3,500 13,500
1984 10,000 3,000 13,000
1985 10,000 2, 500 12,500
1986 10,000 2,000 12,000
Totals 50, 000 15,000 65,000
1987 and Thereafter 30,000 3,000 33,000
Totals 1 80,000 $_ 18,000 $. 98,000
NOTE 5 - DUE FROM OTHER GOVERNMENTS
Amounts due from other governments include §2,112 due from the federal
government for hot lunch reimbursement, and federal projects.
NOTE 6 - TRANSPORTATION CONTRACTS
The Holderness School District entered into two three-year contracts on
December 13, 1980 and I-larch 2, 1981 for pupil transportation. The terms of the






















NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
(Continued)
There is a fuel adjustment clause on both contracts. The clause goes into
effect on the regular transportation contract when the cost of regular gasoline
exceeds $1.28. The clause goes into effect on the feeder contract when the cost
of regular gasoline exceeds $1.30.
NOTE 7 - INDIVIDUAL FUND INTERFUND RECEIVABLES AND PAYABLES
The balances at June 3 0, 1981 were:
Interfund Interfund
Fund Receivaole Payable
General $ 461 $ -
Special Revenue -
Federal Projects - 461
Itotals $ 461 $ 461
NOTE 8 - GENERAL FIXED ASSET ACCOUNT GROUP
The School District has not maintained a complete record of its general
fixed assets. Accordingly, the General Fixed Assets Account Group is not
presented in these financial statements.
NOTE 9 - CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS
The School District entered into a construction contract on June 12, 1981
for energy conservation work including window replacement, insulation and heating
system modifications. The contract is in the amount of $34,430 determined as a
lump sum - base bid price. Substantial completion shall be not later than August
24, 1981 as specified in the agreement between the School District and the
contractor.
NOTE 10 - FUND BALANCE DEFICIT
The fund balance deficit was caused by the fact that the District appropri-
ated $4,791 more of fund balance than it actually had to reduce the taxes
received from the Town of Holderness for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1981.
The State of New Hampshire on its DRA-B Form required the School District to
apply $14,792 of its fund balance towards the reduction of its appropriation from
the town, instead of the actual ending fund balance of $10,001 per its audit
report. The state got its figure from the Form F-3 that the Holderness School
District submitted as its reporting requirement to the State of New Hampshire.
Had the District been required to use its actual fund balance $10,001 as a reduc-
tion of fiscal year 1981 appropriations it would have had a fund balance at June






ALL SPECIAL REVENUE FUNDS
AS AT JUNE 3 0, 1981
Assets
Cash




Federal Lunch Conservation June 3 0,
Projects Program Grant 1981
$ - $ 3, 946 $ 8,745 $ 12,691
958 1,154 11,397 13,509
3,409 - 3,409
958 $ 8,509 $ 20,142 $ 29,609
Liabilities and Fund Balance
Liabilities
Accounts Payable




















TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND




COI-IBINING STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE
ALL SPECIAL REVENUE FUNDS
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1981
School Energy Total
Federal Lunch Conservation June 3 0,
Projects Progrcun Grant 1931
Revenues:
Intergovernmental $ 5,439 $ 13,244 $ - $ 18,683
Food and Milk Sales - 9,917 - 9,917




Total Revenues 5,439 364 29,339
Expenditures:
Related Federal Projects 6,604 - - 6,604
Food - 13,985 - 13,985
Labor - 14,722 - 14,722
Other - 1,670 - 1,670
Facilities Acquisition and
Construction Services - - 16,923
16,923
16,923
Total Expenditvires 6,604 30,377 53,904
Excess (Deficiency) of Revenues
Over Expenditures (1,165) (6,841 ) (16,559) (24,565)
Other Financing Sources (Uses);
Operating Transfers In:
General Fund







Excess (Deficiency) of Revenues
and Other Financing Sources Over
Expenditures and Other Uses












STATEl«lliNT OF CHANGES IN ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1981
Balance Balance
July 1, June 3 0,
1980 Additions Deductions 1981
Student Activities Fund
Assets
Cash $ 1,587 $ 9,537 $ 9,864 $ 1,260
Liabilities












CUR Current Use Recreational. Portions of this land are open to
the public without entrance fee for skiing, snowshoeing,





Name Map# Lot# Description ment
Abbott, Marion M8 L2 MH/0 6,250
A & W Artesian Well Co of Vt. MSA L20 L/B 67,000
Ackley, Ethel & Grumman, Helen B. M3A L23 L/B S0,400
Adams, Fletcher & Kathleen MSA L17 L/B 60,1 SO
Adams, Harold & Gloria M8 L2 MH/0 4,650
Adams, Stanley M7 L71 MH/0 4,210
Adriance, Vanderpool & Barbara M3 L110 L/0 22,400
Ahern, Henry D MSA L10A L/B 38,300
Alioto, Robert MSA LS4 L/B 68,500
Allen, Marion S. MSA L110 L/B 33,200
Allen, Martin & Mildred MSB L11 L/B 104,150
Allen, Priscilla M8 L2 MH/0 8,090
Allen, Richard & Petronella M10 LSA L/0 200
Allyn, Dorothy MS L22 L/B 38,300
Althoff, Dr. Charles MSA L3 L/B 30,350
Alvord, George Sr. MSA L111 UB 40,700
MSB L34-2 L/B 145,100
Alvord, James B MSB L34-1 L/B 96,050
MSB L27 L/B 87,700
Anable, Albert & Joanne M8 L13 L/0 3,600
M8 L27 L/B 43,800
Anderson, Olav & Ruth MSC L2 L/B 50,600
Anderson, Robert & Gregory MSA L80 L/B 40,200
Andrews, William & Vera MS LSSA L/B 135,700
Anthony, Alexander & Margaret MSA L37 L/B 36,950
Archfield, Augustus MSC L1 L/B 37,550
Armstrong, Constance M7 L177 L/B 58,050
Armstrong, John & Constance M7 L174 UOCU 760
Armstrong, John & Victoria M7 L6 L/B 25,950
Arnsdorff, Loretta M8 L2 MH/0 3,850
Austin, Alice H M10 LB L/B 41,650
Avery, Frank & Eva M6 L2 L/B 18,550
Avery, Maurice & Madeline M8 L62 L/B 13,550
Avery, Richard & Ivis M7 L8 L/B 16,600
Avery, Thomas M6 L9 L/B 17,100
M8 L62 & 63 L/0 50
Ayer, Charles & Frances M9 L8 L/B 43,700
Ayer, Lynn M8 L2 MH/0 4,350
Ayers, Robert & Elizabeth M6 L1 L/MH 14,870
Ayotte, Robert & Roberta MSB L17 L/B 31,150
Baas, John & Bonnie M7 L1S0-1S1 L/0 5,900
Bacon Keith Inc. MSA L28 8/36 Int. L/B 12,400
MS LS2 L/B 36,600
MS L67 L/B 60,250
MS L9S L/B 236,700
Bailey, Clarence & Eugenia M7 L1SS,1S6 L/B 52,050
Bailey, Kenneth & Doris
Bailey, Ray & Eleanor MSS L27 L/B 39,250
MSB LB L/0 7,300
Baker, Benjamin & Inger MSC L12 L/MH 18,450







Baker, Loren & Linda




Barlow, Kevin M & Cripps, Jeffrey
Barnes, William & Mary
Barry, Donald & Emmy
Barry, Ellen





Beenhouwer, Owen & Llllemor
Beij, Pierce & Kathryn
Bellaud, Jean
Benedix, Harold & Claire
Bennett, Ellen
Bennett, Miles
Bennett, Richard & Patricia
Bensch, Michael
Bergen, Nancy
Bergstraesser, William & Patricia
Bettencourt, Albert & Elinor
Biederman, Scott & Patti-Jeanne
Bierlin, Elizabeth
Bierlin, William Jr.
Big Perch, Little Perch &
Moosilaukee Pond Trust
Bigwood, Hazel




Blake, Warren & Lillian
Blanchard, F. Bryce
Bleilar, Robert & Judith
M5 L52 L/B S4,S00
M8 L2 MH/0 4,7S0
M8 L18 L/B S9,2S0
M7 L1S4 L/B 41,SS0
M1 L6 MH/0 S,4S0
M1 L6 UO 1S,8S0
M10 LS2 UO 1,400
M10 L19 L/B 119,S00
M10 L47 L/C S,800
M7 L101 L/B 19,4S0
M3 L98 L/B 11S,660
UOCU SOS
M2 L1S UB 26,2S0
MSA L4S-2 L/B SO, 100
M7 L168 L/B S2,800
M5 LS4 1/10 Int. UO 4S0
M2 LI L/0 1,2S0
M2 L2 UO S,700
M2 L46 UO SOO
Ml LS UB 6S,600
M1 L7 UO 17,7S0
M3A LIS UO 6,600
MSB L7 UO 6,2S0
MSB L26 UB 2S,600
M7 L4 UMH S,700
M1S LS B/0 22,7S0
MSB L61 UB S0,700
M8 L7 L/B 16,200
MS LSS UO 6,400
M6 LIS UO 4,600
M6 L19 UO 4,000
MSA L19 UB 79,400
M5 L20 L/B 14,S50
M11 L66 UB S7,0S0
M7 L26, 27 L/B S8,2S0
M4 L21,22 UO S0,200
M4 L21-1 UO 27,9S0
M4 L21-S L/0 27,100
M10 LSS L/OCU S,S20
M10 LSO UOCU 14,740
M5 LS4 7/40 Int. UO 800
M7 LI ISA UB 2S,000
MS L47 UB 60,SS0
MSA L118 UB 14,000
MS L2 MH/0 7,2S0
MSB LI 8 L/B S1,0S0
MSB L62 UB 2S,900
MSB L47 UB 19,1S0
MS L1SB UO 12,800
92
Property Assess-
Name Map# Lot# Description ment




M2 L44 UO 5,550
Bogigian, Robert & Deborah M5 L6 UMH 15,010
Boivin, Ronald & Ruth M8 L2 MH/0 6,000
Bouley, Norman & Pamela M5A LI 04 UB 33,350
Bourne, Jonathan & Catherine M3C L7 UB 61,700
Bowden, Frederick P Inc. M3 L113 UB 274,650
M3 L107 UO 6,300
Boyce, Mrs. Linden M8 L2 MH/0 2,400
Boyce, Lyman & Winifred M5 L5 L/MH 12,600
Boyd, Walter & Pauline M5 L60 UB 46,450
Bravar, Mimi M8 L59 UB 43,350
Brayshaw, Donald & Evelyn M5 L67 UB 20,150
M5A L6B UO 3,000
Brennan, Norman & Minnie M2 L47A UO 21,450
Bresnahan, Thomas & Elaine M3 L75 UB 39,700
Bronwell, Arthur & Virginia M3B L14 UB 42,600
Brown, Earle & Marguerite M5 L16 UB 5B,400
Brown, Earle M & Myra MB L2 MH/0 5,515
Brown, Ernest & Ida M5 L2 UO 400
MQ L14 L/B 11,550
Brown, Frank & Wanda M9 LI 4 MH/0 4,700
Brown, Frederick E M8 L54 UB 39,500
Brown, Lucille M5A L9 UB 27,700
Brown, Natale M3B L60 UB 4B,650
Brown, Roger & Edith M3A L39 UB 3B,200
Brown, Walter & Diane M2 L40B UO 3,700
Bryant, Robert & Janet M5 L1B UB 20,450
Bryson, Dennis & Rhoda M8 L2 MH/0 8,450
Buckland, James & Barbara M7 L94 UO 15,450
Buckland, Mary MB L2 MH/0 B,B40
Buckley, Frances M3B L30 UB 32,550
Burgess, Edmund & Marjorle M5 L22 UB 35,500
Burhoe, Richard M3 L16 UB 55,200
Burleigh Corp. Mil L41 UO 10,700
M12 L3 UO 13,950
M11 L28 UO 55,350
M12 L2 UOCU 590
M10 L42 UOCU 725
M11 L70 UOCU 525





M9 LI UOCU 3B,B60
M11 L50 UOCU 1,200
M11 L16A UOCU 900
M11 L16B UOCU 1,350
Mil L16D UO 7,050
Mil LI 7 UOCU 1,125
Mil L18 UB 37,400
93
Property Assess-
Name Map# Lot# Description ment
• -
UOGUR 1,39S
M11 L27 L/C 19,200
Butler, Alexander M8 L2 MH/0 7,260
Butler, George M10 L20 L/0 63,900
M10 L30 UB S9,600
M10 L4B L/B 113,2S0
Butler, Richard & Florence M10 L29 UOGU 7S0
M10 L49 UB 19,400
Byron, Barry & Jane M6 L12 UB 38,SS0
Galley, Richard & Garolyn M5 L4S UB 32,3S0
Gampbell, Leanne M MB L61-7 UO 4, ISO
GardosI, Nancy M3B L16 UB 76,4S0
Garey, Pamela MS L79 UB 26,8S0
Garson, Joseph MB L74 UB 20,9S0
Garson, Richard & Yvonne MB L76 UB 13,6S0





Gass, G. Brian & Linda MB L82 UB 29,900
Gayer, Thomas M4 L21-1B UO 9,4S0
Gentral Distributors MB L3A UB 130,900
Ghabot, Andre & Theresa M3 LB4 UB 148,7S0
M3 LI 04 UB 76,3S0
M3 LI OB UB 48,000
Ghadderton, Kenneth & Susan M9 L13 UB 11,300
Ghafee, Ethel M7 L17 UB 27,350
Ghamberlain, Helen M7 LS9 UB 34,600
M7 LS6 L/B 33,7S0
Ghamberlain, Stanley & Penny MB L4B MH/0 9,100
Ghamberlin, William & Barbara MSA L1S UB 46,8S0
Ghampion Papers, Inc. M9 L31 UO 12,S00
Ghampney, Glifford & Lorraine M7 L11 UMH 12,8S0
Ghampney, Roger & Pauline M7 L7 UB 22,700
Ghase, Mary MSA L92A UO 8,6S0
MS LSB UB 68,200
Ghenard, Peter MSA LB UB 42,1S0
Ghevalier, Bruce & Erika MS L71 UB 9,800
Ghoate, Thomas & Jane M10 LSI UO 1,6S0
M10 L26 UB/MH 68,7S0
M10 L27 UB 168,S00
Glcco, Michael Jr. & Beverly MSA L22 UB 48,100
Girincione, Barbara M3 LS7 UB 39,7S0
Gizynski, William & Phoebe MSA L99 UB SS,6S0
Glapper, William & Ruth MS L93 UB 22,SS0
Glark, Edward & Gonstance M4 L21-B UB 20,9S0
Glark, Joseph Sr. MB L37A UB 32,700
Glattenburg, Susan M3 LS6 UB 43,3S0
Glosson, David & Mildred M3 L51 UB 48,SS0
M3 L51-1 UO 9,0S0
M3 L42 UB 11,7S0













Connary, Merlin & Jeanette
Conover, Woolsey & Beatrice




Cosgrove, Donald & Gloria
Cote, James
Cote, Richard & Helen
Coursey, C. Earle & Betty
Court, David & Jeannine
Covin, Theodore
Coyne, Momuth
Crane, Dr. Henry & Emily
Crawford, James
Cripps, Gary
Crocker, Bruce & Paula
Cromwell, Charles & Drewry
Crosby, Robert & Constance
Crowell, Michael & Margaret
Crowell, Dr. William & Barbara
Crowley, Mary E.
Gumming, Hubert & Barbara
Cummings, Charles
Cummings, Charles Jr.
Currier, Bertram & Patricia




Currier, Preston & Mary
Currier, Randolph & Karen
Currier, Richard & Barbara
Currier, Stephen
Gushing, William & Jacqueline
M3A L28 6/S6lnt. L/B 9,100
M3 LSO L/B S7,200
M5 L89 L/B 79,8S0
MSA L7SA L/MH 14,810
M5 LS L/B 10,4S0
M7 LS2 L/B 2S,SS0
M8 L2 MH/0 4,9S0
M3C L8 L/B 99,400
MSB L61 L/0 800
M3 L7 L/B S7,050
M9 L29 L/B B,200
M10 LSS L/B 17,7S0
M7 L48 L/B 27,4S0
M12 LS1-7 L/B 140,SS0
M12 L4 L/B S4,4S0
M7 L22, 2S L/B SS,6Sd
M3B LSS MH/0 S,040
M8 L2 MH/0 S.SOO
MSA L91 L/B S6,600
MS L4 L/B/MH 17,80S
MS L61 L/0 14,100
M8 L2 MH/0 7,000
MSA L47 L/B S,SOO
M12 L7 L/B 18,600
MS L96 L/B 97,400
MSA L87 L/B 29,100
M7 L110 L/B S4,9S0
M11 LBS L/B 69,S00
MSB L4S L/B S4,SS0
M7 L1S9 L/B S1,2S0
MSA LIS L/B 74,2S0
MSB L2 L/B SS,400
M7 L160 L/0 1,SS0
MS LBB L/B 41,4S0
MSB LS2A L/B 2S,4S0
M7 L9S L/B 60,900
M7 L114 L/0 10,700
M7 L49 L/B 19,SS0
M7 L124, 12S L/B 9,100
MS LSS L/B 27,100
L/OGU 2,420
M7 L80 L/B SS.SSO
M7 L79 L/B 29,000
MSC L9 MH/0 10,08S
M7 L98 L/B 19,900
M7 L92 L/B/MH 47,7S0
MSC L10 L/B 19,S00
MSC L9 L/B 49,8S0
MS LB1 L/B SO, 100
MS L23A L/B 24,8S0







Custance, Robert & Ruth
Dalley, James Jr. & Nancy
Daly, Carl
D'Ambrosio, Patrick & Agnes
Dana, Donald & Evangeline
Daniel, Richard
Daniels, Edwin & Priscilla
Davenport, Richard
Davie, Helen
Davis, Larry & Patry
Davison, Robert
Deachman, Nancy & Ross
DeAngelis, George & Marilyn
Dearborn, Barbara
Dearborn, Dennis





DeMarco, Dominic & Dorothy











Doggett, Edward, Estate of
Doner, Jules & Sylvia




Duda, Thomas & Judith
Dunham, Archie
Dunkel, Albert & Patricia






























































































































































Dunnell, William et al, Est. of
Dunton, Elaine
Durgin, Mary
Dussault, Robert & Gloria
Dzugan, Robert
Eagan, Earline & Graton, Holly
Eagle, Harry
Eames, Robert & Cynthia








Elliott, Robert & Emma
Eisner, Mrs. Gertrude
Ely, Roscoe
Fabian, Richard & Georgene
Fagnant, Leon




Farley, David & Patricia
Farley, James
Farmar, Arthur & Mary
Farmar, Florence, Arthur & Marjorie
Leblanc, Dorothy, Est. of
MSA L48 L/B 10,S00
M13 L3 L/B 29,1 SO
L/OCU 2,010
M2 LS L/B S6,9S0
MSB LSS L/B SO,SSO
M3A L7 L/B 101,400
MSA L79 L/B 68,900
MSA L78 L/0 4,400
M7 L164 L/B SS,1S0
M7 L141 L/B 27,900
M3 L4 L/B 1S,S00
M9 L12 L/B S2,SS0
M1 L14 L/MH 20,S00
MS LS7 L/B 24,2S0
MSA L49 L/0 1,4S0
MS L62 L/B S1,7S0
M11 L72 L/B 19,SS0
M7 L11S-6 L/B S9,800
MS L94 L/B S6,4S0
M2 LS2 L/0 S.OOO
M2 LSI L/0 16,000
M7 L82 L/B 81,800
MS L9 L/B 6,750
MS L4S L/B S9,200
MSA L28 4/S6lnt. L/B 6,S00
M9 LS L/0 4,9S0
M9 L4 L/B 6,460
L/OCU 1,42S
M9 L26 L/B 26,720
L/OCU 6,99S
MS L2S MH/0 1,400
MS L97 L/B 62,100
MS L71 L/0 12,6S0
MS L72 L/0 2, ISO
MS L91 L/0 S.SOO
B/0 200
M2 L18(1-12) L/0 19,100
M2 L19(1-S) L/0 1S,700
M7 L99 L/B 4S,9S0
M9 L10 L/B S2,S50
MSC L14 L/B S4,8S0
M1 L18 L/B S,S50
M10 L17 L/B 16,800
M10 L46 L/0 S,900
M7 L140 L/B 44,700
M8 L2 MH/0 S,675
M9 L21 L/O 26,250
M9 L9 L/0 9,700







Famsworth, Albert & Betty
Fay, Robert
Feldman, Merrill





Fitz, William & Nancy
Fleming, Robert
Flenniken, Wayne & Judith
Fletcher, Elizabeth
Flint, Laurence & Elizabeth
Flint, William & Susan
Ford, Edward
Ford, Robert & Patricia
Fosie, Alfred &Thelma
Fox, John & Dolores
Francesco, Peter & Susan
Frank, Augustes & Patricia
Freedberg, Dr. Irvin
Freedburg, Milton & Carl
French, Gary & Carol
Frey, Robert & Joan
Furmanick, Peter Jr.
Gabriel, Ralph & Christine
Gadd, Thomas
Gaff ney, Thomas
Gage, Roger & Berl
Gagnon, A. Roland
Gallagher, Herbert & Patricia
Garland, Nancy
Gaudet, Gregory & Mary
Gaumont, John & Theresa




M4 L4 L/B 36,300
M8 L2 MH/0 4,B90
M8 L43 UO 7,3S0
MQ L6 L/B 73,S00
M3B L5B L/B 36,700
M3C LIS L/B 2B,950
MSA L7S UB 42,BS0
M7 L2BA UB 43,000
MSA L32 UB 2B,7S0
M3A L2 L/B 169,200
M11 L19A L/B 31,BOO
M2 L11 L/0 B,300
MSA L26, 26A L/B 46,000
MSA L11S UB 1B,SS0
M11 L37 L/B 154,770
L/OCU 420
M8 L34 UB B3,900
MB L47A MH/0 1,200
MB L47A UB 1S,000
MB L4B UB 16,100
MB L47 UMH 12,400
M7 L67 MH/0 S,2S0
M3 LB6 UO 3,700
M3 L7B L/B 34,3S0
M3 L2SA L/0 2,2S0
MSA L44 UO 1,3S0
M3C L1B L/B S5,B00
M7 L1B0 UB 69,S00
M2 L23 L/B 42,SS0
M2 L2B UO 6,400
M6 L14 UB 2B,300
M6 L20 UO S,000
MB L2S V2 Int. UO 3,77S
M3 L13H UO 9,300
MB LB3 L/MH 16,46S
M11 LS9 L/B 3S,300
M3B L52 UB S4,000
M7 L103 UO 1,250
M7 L194A UO 3,000
MSA L89A UB 40,150
MS LB UB/MH 19,950
MS LS9 UB 69,550
MSA LBBA UO 36,000
MSA L10S L/B 29,000
M7 L17S UO 1,200
L/OCU 1,375
M3C L2S UB 45,100
M7 L41 B/MH 9,000
M11 L64 L/B/MH 10,150
M11 L10 UB 20,650








George, Russell & Hazel
Gibson, Cyrus & Joanne
Gilbert, Owen
Gilford Industries Inc.
Giroux, Gerard Jr. & Patricia












Grabiec, John & Helen
Grady, Nancy & Robert
Graton, Arnold & Elizabeth
Graton, Milton
Graton, Milton & Doris
Graton, Stanley
Graziano, Anthony
Greason, Stephen & Elizabeth
Greene, James & Ellen
Greenleaf, Waiter, Est. of
Greenwood, Reginald & Gertrude
Gregg, David, Est. of
Gregg, Ella C. Trust
Greytal^, Thomas
Grossmans Sons Inc.
Grumman, Helen B. & Acl^ley, Ethel
Guion, Richard & Jean
Gulf Oil Co.
Gunn, Gasper & Carmen
Guyotte, Alphonse & Dorothy
MH/0 S,710
M8 L81A L/B 7,2S0
M10 L4-2 L/0 SS,850
M3B L6 UO 7,2S0
MSB L2S UO 8,600
M4 L21 {1-S4) L/0 110,8S0
M3 L41 UB 64,4S0
M8 L68A UB 1S,100
M5 L1 UO 19,S00
MSA L11S L/B 27,SS0
M12 L61/Slnt. UB 1,7S0
M11 L11 UO 8S0
MSB L24 UB 44,400
M8 L19 UB S8,450
MSA L121 UB 94,4S0
MSA L121A UO 1,400
M5 L48 UO 1,8S0
M5 L49 UO 9,0S0
MS LSS UB 11S,700
MB L2S UB 2S,700
MS L88 UB 4S,7S0
MSA L74 UO 2,900
MS L91B UB 138,050
MSC L2S UB S6,4S0
MS LBS UB S1,6S0
M11 L24 UB 19,7S0
MS LS6 UB 37,900
M5 LSS UO 9,6S0
M5 LSS UB 10,3S0
M6 L24 UB 2,S50
MS LS4 UB 2S,2S0
M2 L12 L/MH 130,750
MSA L102 L/B 46,650
MS L41 UB 23,400
M10 LS4 UB 7,100
L/OCU 3,055
MB L71 L/OCU 1,270
M9 L28 L/OCU 5,055
MSA L7S L/O 1,900
MS LB7 L/B 31,400
M7 LS9 UB 19,150
M11 L7S UB 13,200
M11 LS4 UB 120,200
M11 LSS UO 4,900
M10 L4-1 UB 55,050
M7 LSO UO 13,950
MS LS1 UB 41,900
M1 L12 UB 44,050
M7 LSS UB 62,300
M7 L167A UB 35,600







Guyotte, Robert & Nancy
Haan, Peter & Elsie
Hack, Mrs. Marion
Haines, Mrs. Edith
Hall, James & Kathryn
Hall, Lester & Lucille
Hall, Victor
Ham, Dr. Thomas & Fanny
Hammond, Everett
Hanaford, Harold & Florence
Hanaway, Richard
Hanley, Diane
Hanlon, John & Joan
Hannaford, Thomas Jr.
Hansen, Earl
Hanson, Frederick & Catherine
Harlow, Patricia
Harobed Realty Trust







Hartwell, Hubert & Lillian
Hartwig, Mrs. Marguerite
Haseltine, Franklin
Haskell, Glen & Kristen
Hawkins, Clifton H
Hawkins, Kenneth &Thelma





Heath, Harry & Laura
Heath, Lester
Hebert, Stephen
M2 L39 UB S7,2S0
M3 LS9 UB 28,SS0
M7 L106 L/B 74,150
MSA LSS UB 41,400
M3B LS7 UB 48,2S0
M2 LSS UB 4S,4S0
M2 LS6 UB 19,600
M2 LSO UB II.SSO
M8 L2 MH/0 4,6S0
M13 LI UB S8,S00
UOCU 1,S20
MSA L32 UB 29,SS0
MSA LS2A UB 38,750
MSA LSS UO 9,050
M5 LS6 UB 31,550
MSA L97 UB 15,750
M7 L68 UB 16,850
M8 L67C UB 26,700
MS LS UB 22,850
MSA L7 UB 152,750
MS L24 UB 55,450
M8 L2 MH/0 3,150
MSB LS2 4/7lnt. UB 23,200
M11 LS7 UB 54,750
M11 LS1 UB 149,950
MS L29 UB 76,850
M11 L12 UO 12,550
M7 L1SS UB 58,450
MSA L48 UB 54,050
MS L2S, 26 UOCUR 6,325
M10 L4-S UB 50,950
MSA L12 UB 17,850
MS L2S B/MH 5,950
M2 LSS UB 74,700
M2 L42 UO 2,850
MSA L4S V2 Int. L/B 36.200
M8 L8S-S UB 28,300
MS L9S L/B 43,300
MSB LS2B L/B 47,000
Mil L69 L/B 75,650
M12 L61/Slnt. L/B 1,750
M1 L17-1 UO 5,950
M1 L17-S UB 24,000
M8 L6S UB 27,600
M6 L1S B/MH 10,925
MSA L28 UB 30,750
MS L2S UB 52,400
M6 L1S UB 41,050
M8 L72 UO 1,000
MS L117 UB 41,050
M8 L2 MH/0 3,550
100
Property Assess-
Name Map# Lot# Description ment
Hendel, Peter & Margaret M8 L52 L/B 42,025
Henderson, Mrs. Harold M7 L127 MH/0 5,450
Henderson, James & Ruth M3B L41 UB S9,950
Hendrick, Robert & Barbara MSB L1S UB 56,100
Hession, Anne Ancillary Est. M11 L1S UB S9,850
Heyman, Mrs. Elsie M7 L105 UMH 9,850
Hiam, Peter & Helen M11 L51 UB 212,700
Hill, Alan & Nancy M7 L24, 25 UB 58,900
Hill, A. Walter & Donna M3 L1SI uo 10,800
M3 L28 UB 51,250
Hill, Mrs. Edna M7 L55 UB S0,500
Hill, Katherine M7 L89 UB 31,950
Hill, Lewis & Rowena MSB L3 UB 40,850
Hilliker, Eugene & Mary MS L44 UB 26,200
MSA L28 4/S6lnt. UB 6,000
Hodges, Alisoun MS L109 UB 29,400
Hodges, Julia M3 L112 UB 25,200
Holderness School for Boys M7 L91 UB 138,450
M7 LS8 UO 7,050
M7 L171 UB 81,200
M7 L81 UO 8,400
M7 LS2 UB 1,058,100
Holde, Helen: Keiser, Melvin &
Elizabeth MSC L16 UB 22,600
Holland, Ralph & Myrtle MS L6S UB 24,100
Holland, Willis & Deborah M9 L2A UO 3,550
M9 L2 UB 30,950
Hollister, Rev. William M3 L451/Slnt. UB 22,100
MSA L281/S6lnt. UB 1,700
Hopkins, William &
Adams, Fletcher M7 L74 UB 36,800
Homes, Thorr& Marit M5 L69 UB 18,000
Horstmann, Esther M9 L7 UB 89,150
Horton, Michael & Peggy M5 L12 UB 8,850
Hovey, Chandler, Jr. M11 L9A UB 73,750




Howe, Mrs. Amelia M5 LS1 UB 23,500
M5 LS8 UB 7,300
Howe, Arthur Jr. & Margaret M10 LSS-1 UO 6,100
M10 LS6 UB 50,150
Howe, Charles & Eva M5 L40 UB 39,650
M5 L42 UO 900
Howe, Charles P M11 L98 UB 54,000
MSB L35 UB 74,000
Howe, David Jr. & Joyce M5 LS9 UB 21,650
Howe, Mrs. Priscilla M10 LS8 UO 5,550
Howe, Richard M10 L12 UB 51,600
Howe, Robert & Janice M5 L44 UMH 18,625
Howe, Samuel & Deborah MSB LS6 UB 33,050
Howe, Sidney & Olivia M10 L9A UB 48,300
101
Property Assess-
Name Map# Lot# Description ment
Hubley, David & Dawn M3 L116 L/B 27,900
Hubley, Mrs. Earl M3 L116 MH/0 6,095




M7 LI 78 L/0 8,750
M7 LIS L/OCU 1,890
M7 L12 L/OCU 4,335
Huckins, Laura, Est. of M2 L54 L/0 300
Huckins, Maurice L/0 600
Huckins, Milton M7 L12, 14 L/0 300
M7 L22A L/B 12,450
M7 L1-S L/0 4,850
M7 LI -4 L/0 5,750
M7 L16 L/OCU 5,045
Huckins, Reginald & Dorothy M3B L42 L/B 62,800
Hughes, Gregory MS L23 MH/0 3,935
Hulslander, G. Irene Et A! M1 L19 L/B 21,100
M1 L20 L/B 9,000
Humphrey, George & Denise MS L17 L/B 35,450
Hunkins, Carl & Joanne M5 L11 L/B/MH 16,080
Hunkins, Milton M5 L11 MH/0 3,065
Hunnewell, William M7 L58 L/B 26,550
Hunt, Leonard & Shirley M10 LSS-S L/B 36,400
MS (Cards 2-9-12.1S)L/0 18,450
Hunt, Rev. Marshall M7 LI 76 L/0 6,400
Hunter, William M2 L21 L/0 4,700
Huntoon, Jane MS LSS L/B 39,150
Hurd, Douglas & Patricia M10 LS7 MH/0 11,565
Hutchins, Harry M7 L67 L/B 13,600
M7 L11S-1 L/0 5,250
Hutchins, Herman, Boisvert, Ann
& Allard, Ernestine M8 L5 L/B 31,750
Hyde, Harold & Mary Rita MS L46 L/B 55,000
Inkell, Mabel M8 L2 MH/0 5,825
Ireland, Clifford & Harriet MSA L101 L/B 117,300
M3C L4 L/B 5,250
Ireland, Roy & Anne MS L77 L/B 46,250
MS L88 L/0 6,250
Irion, Alysse MSB L19 UB 54,650
Irion, Robert M8 L2 MH/0 9,680
Irish, Thomas M5 LS2.1,2,4 L/0 5,000
Irvine, Teresa M5 L84 L/B 19,500
Robert Irwin Motors, Inc. MS L115 L/B 129,700
Jackson, Stanley MS L61 (Cards 1-7)L/0 30,750
M7 LSS L/0 28,700
Jenkins, Earle M11 LIB MH/0 6,150
Jenness Estate M11 LS91/Slnt. L/0 800
M12 L61/Slnt. L/B 1,750
Jess, Thomas M5 L91A L/0 1,750
Jirkovsky, Charles & Sue M2 L40 UB/MH 9,800









Johnson, Lee & Lillian
Johnson, Wilfred
Kaplan, Sara




Kelly, Gerald & Celeste
Kelly, John






Kenney, James & Laura
Kent, Gordon & Denise
Kent, Paul
Keough, Walter
Kimball, Andrew & Kathleen
Kimbell, Arthur & Kathleen
Kindell, Arthur
King, Louesa
Kingsbury, Robert & Lorraine
Kisselburgh, Ronald & Jean
Knapp, Mrs. Ruth
Knipe, John & Adela
Knowles, Richard & Ann
Knox, Dr. Kenneth & Marcella





Lafreniere, Maurice & Susan
Lambert, Charles & Diana
Lambert, Miss Elizabeth
Lambert, Todd & Deborah
Lamson, David
Landers, G. Alfred & Ruth
Lanier, Mrs. Jean

































































































































































Lawrence, Oakes Jr. & Glendora
Leavitt, Mrs. Irene
Lee, William & Joyce
Leech, Dr. John
Lenentine, Halston & Jean
Lenentine, Halston Jr.
Lenentine, Halston Sr. Lambert,
Todd & Lenentine, G. Philip
Leonard, Bruce & Jackman, Sherrie








L ivermore Falls Corp.
Livermore Mobile Homes Park
Locicero, Alice
Locke, Irving & Elsie
Logan, Armande










MacDonald, John & Brenda
MacDonald, Peter & Betty




MacNeil, Raymond & Linda
Maguire, Robert
\ Vaher, Harold
M2 L40A UO 17,1S0
MSA L10S UB SS,100
MSA L10SA UB 2S,S00
M11 L62 UB 60,600
M10 L18 UB S2,S00
M3B L38 UB 66,100
M7 LS6 UB 191,200
M7 L110A UB SO,SSO
M7 L37 UO 9,2S0
M7 L1S7 UB SS.SSO
MSA L12 UB 6S,800
M2 L20 UB SS,7S0
M8 L68 UO 8,8S0
M3B L23 UB 8S,600
M3 L92 UB 97,SS0
MS L106 MH/0 7,6S5
MS L102 UB SS,SSO
MS L106 UMH 22,1S0
M11 LS2 UB 160,200
M7 L8S UO S.SSO
M8 L2 UB 106,S00
MSA L6216% Int. UB 6,200
M6 L27 UB 26,600
M8 L2 MH/0 7,09S
MSA L14, 14A L/B 6S,2S0
M7 L142 UB 29,SS0
MS L2 MH/0 7,900
M2 L8 UB S7,SS0
MSA L24 1/2 Int. UB 12,SS0
MSA L24 V2 Int. UB 12,SS0
M2 LSS UB 24,100
M2 L34 UB S6,900
MS L1 UO 2S,S00
MS LSS UB 1S,700
M10 L16 UB S9,9S0
M11 LS UB 7,000
MSB LSS UB 69,6S0
M10 LSS-2 UB 6t,4S0
MS L41A UB 29,4S0
M7 L47 UB 19,4S0
MSC L19 UO S6,700
M7 L9 UB S,8S0
M7 L14 MH/O 6,6S0
M9 L11 UB 20,SS0
MS L7 UB/MH 1S,900
MS L1 18-1 UB 2S,9S0
MS L1 18-2 UB 1S,S00
MS L118-S UO 12,1S0
MS L68 UB 16,700









Marden, Mark & Jacqueline
Marden, Mark & Robert
Marden, Robert
Mardin, Richard & Edith
Mark, Robert & Theonie
Marr, Margaret
Marsh, Irving
Marsh, Samuel & Judy
Marshall, John & Karen
Martel, Emile & Margaret
Martel, William
Martz, William
Mastro, Joseph & Judith
Matheson, Kenneth
Matthews, Harold & Janet
May, Richard & Mae
May, Dr. Rollo
McClay, Theodore & Ruth
McClure, Richard & Helen
McCormack, Christopher
McCormack, Euna
McCormack, John & Euna
McCormack, Phillip & Louise
McCormack, Richard & Janet
McCormack, Richard & Arlene
McCormack, Susan
McCranie, Allen & Metta
McCuin, Clifford & Florence
McDowell, Ann
McHugh, John & Carol
McKenna, Mrs. Emily
McLaughlin, Florence
McLeod, John & Ruth
McLoud, Merlond & Martha
Meakin, Constance, Faith,
Ann & John
Melanson, Elwin & Gale
M2 L29 UB 1S3,600
M8 L2 MH/0 6,S2S
MSA L58 L/B 34,S00
MSA L59 L/B SS,B50
MSA LS7 L/0 4,7S0
M8 L42 UB S2,700
UOCU 46S
M6 L11 UB B,7S0
MSA L10B UB 39,900
M3 LS2 UB 28,400
M3A L281/S6lnt. UB 1,700
M3 L4S1/Slnt. UB 22,100
M8 L28B UB S6,400
L/OCU 5,215
M2 L7 UB 48,800
MS L28 UB 1,650
MS L29 UB 39,350
MSA L27(1-17) UB 138,000
MSA L27A UO 13,650
UO 5,000
MSA L70 UB 29,250
MSA L70 A-D UO 8,750
MSA L69 UO 1,800
MSA L71 UO 850
MS LBSA UO 150
M4 LS UO 36,450
M2 L32 UB 44,900
M7 L137 UB 19,650
MS LSSC UB 31,250
M7 L69 UB 29,100
M7 L40 UO 4,350
M7 L73A UO 2,200
MB L17 L/B 43,200
M7 L44 UB 10,100
MB L8SA UMH 14,670
M7 L40 MH/0 9,200
MB L38 UB 32,050
L/OCU 1,310
M7 L11S UB 38,250
M7 L116-120
128,129 UO 10,550
MB L10 UB 37,050
MS L70 UB 179,850
MSA L82 L/B 36,500
M7 L10 L/B/MH 5,450
M7 L109 L/B 28,000
MS L40 UO 100
MSA L30(1-S) UB 93,700
MS L8 L/B 33,200








Melendy, Merton & Althea
Merrill, Allen & Florence
Merrill, Mrs. Gladys
Merrill, James
Merrill, Robert & Gloria
Merrill, Robert & Nassar, Joseph
Merrill, Walter & Cynthia
Metcalf, Joanna
Miclon, Delphia & Gertrude
Her, Brandon & Henrietta




ller, Thomas & Linda







Morrill, William & Mary
Morrison, John
Morrison, Robert & Metcalf, Jessie
Morse, Debra
Morse, Richard & Sandell
Morss, Sherman & Elizabeth
Moser, William & Sandra
Moses, Harold & Sara
Moulton, Doris
Munroe, Albert
Murdock, Francis & Mary
Murgatroy, Bernard & Mabel
Murphy, Floyd
Murphy, Mrs. Gardner


























































































































































Name Map# Lot# Description ment
Musgrove, Frank MSA L19 L/B 60,8S0
Mystic Realty Trust MSA L107 L/B 66,600
Nardo, Frank & Carlson, Svea M6 L29 L/0 27,4S0
Nassar, Joseph & Esther M3A L10 L/B 9S,700
M3A L10-1 L/0 31,300
M3A L44 L/B 41,0S0
M3C L21 L/0 9,100
Needham, Paul MS L93 MH/0 11,130
Neel, Mary W M11 L36 L/B 90,2S0
Neel, Samuel M11 L39 2/3lnt. L/0 1,600
Newell, Robert M11 L61 L/B 32,4S0
New England Forestry
Foundation Inc. M4 L3 L/OCU 73S
New Hampshire Electric Coop Utity 167,980
Newsom, John & Barbara M4 L2 L/OCU 3,82S
Nielsen, Eric MSA L30 B/0 16,0S0
Nielsen, John &Vicki MSA L35 L/B 26,8S0
Nielsen, Knud & Mary MSA L29 L/B 36,000
MSA L30 L/0 7,200
MSA L31 L/0 1,3S0
MSA L36 L/0 1,400
MSA L43 L/B 36,0S0
Nielsen, Patricia MSA L42A L/B 20,8S0
Niles, Howard & Emeline M11 L4 L/MH 14,290
Niles, Nancy M11 L1 L/MH 2,7S0
Nistler, Stanley & Donna M3 L18 L/B 3S,600
Noseworthy, James & Jacqueline MSA L2 L/B 28,8S0
Nothern, Denis MS L67 MH/0 1,700
Noyes, Johanna M3C L3A L/B 42,2S0
Noyes, John & Barbara MSA L56 L/B 32,7S0
Noyes, Marjorie M2 L9 L/B 39,6S0
Noyes, Ora M8 L2 MH/0 4,400
O'Donnell, Francis & Concetta M7 L87 L/B 40,4S0
M7 L84 L/B SS,000
Old Mill Properties M7 L46 L/B 2S,3S0
Glen, Katherine M3B LS4 L/B 100,400
O'Neill, William & Elizabeth M3 L76 L/0 6,700
Owens, Alfred MSA L61A L/0 22,4S0
MSA L62 L/B 32,600
MS L64 L/0 11,8S0
Owens, Henry MSA L60 L/B 92,2S0
MSA L61 L/0 20,100
MS L62 L/0 14,400
Paglia, Ann MSA L12 L/B 38,400
Palmieri, Agostino M3 US L/B 84,600
Pariseau, Raymond & Ellen M7 LBS L/B 18,000
Parker, Howard & Margaret MS L90 L/B 26,1 SO
MS L90A L/B 8,4S0
Paul, John & Jo-Ann M2 L18A L/MH 22,3S0
Payes, Donald & Elizabeth M4 L21-4 L/0 10,800









Pelletier, Gerard & Judith
Pemigewasset Broadcasters Inc.
Pemi Fish and Game Club
Peoples, Norman & Margaret
Perkins, Dean & Jeanne
Perkins, Lloyd
Perkins, Paul
Perry, Christopher & Muriel
Perry, Mrs. William
Peterson, Richard & Barbara
Pettengill, Mildred
Phillips, Henry
Phillips, Henry & Katherine
Phippen, William & Doris
Pickel, Frederick
Pike, Harold & Norma
Pilote, Frank
Pine, Marcia & Bergren, Sue
Pinehurst Point Associates
Piper, Mrs. Julia
Piper, Richard & Nellie
Plant, David & Peggy
Plant, Max
Plant, Mildred
Plantamura, Michael & Marion
Plante, Charles & Cynthia
Plasse, Emile & Lillian




Postlewaite, Robert & Mary
Potter, Robert & Joan
Powderly, Kenneth & Edith
Powers, Michael & Julie
Preston, Elwyn & Jerome
Preston, Philip
Price, David & Margaret
Public Service Co of NH
Pulsifer, Bertram & Laura
M7 L42 UB 1S,000
M5 LS41S/40lnt . L/0 1,900
M7 L41 L/B/MH 21,6S0
M8 L40 UB 2,900
M9 L25 UB 25,170
UOCU 18,040
MSB L10 UB S7,5S0
M8 L8SC L/B S2,0S0
M3 L2S L/B 46,0S0
M1 L1 UO 400
M2 L18-15 UO 3,7S0
M3 L48A UB 79,000
M2 L49 L/OCU 6S
M2 L17 UB 17,7S0
MSA L9 UB 4S,6S0
M7 L88 UO 20,600
M11 LS L/B 47,4S0
MSC L6 V2 Int. L/B 62,300
MSC L11 UB 27,8S0
M8 L70 UB 39,100
MS L75 UO 1S,900
MS L6 L/B S3,7S0
MS L37 UO 13,400
M10 L4 L/0 21,2S0
MSA L40 L/B 26,000
MSA L41 L/B 14,4S0
M2 L14 L/B 22,8S0
M2 L16 UB 31,000
MSA L9S L/B 144,1S0
M7 L172 UB 18,0S0
MSA L1 L/B 36,200
M7 LS9 MH/0 2,700
MS L61-S L/B 7,250
MS L8S-1 L/0 1,850
M4 L21-28 UB 35,400
M7 L21 UB 40,200
M11 LS6 L/B 50,350
MSA L10 UB 37,350
MS LISA UO 12,000
MSA L35 UB 36,750
MS L92 MH/0 3,550
M11 L52 UB 434,150
M4 L2A L/0 8,600
M7 L148 UB 39,950
M7 L34 Utilty 222,950
M2 L27 UO 18,100
MS L53 L/B 31,350
MS L53 L/OCU 1,740
MS L32 Vi Int. L/0 2,250
M9 L33 UO 19,100
108
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Pulsifer, Scott M5 L24 L/B 10,700
Pusch, Karl & Barbel M8 L67B L/B 43,700
Putnam, John M3B L5 L/B 45,150
M5A L81 L/0 19,600
M5A LB1A L/B 27,250




Quivey, Edward M8 L4 L/0 5,300
Racine, Robert M8 L2 MH/0 7,250
Ramsay, Brian & Donna MB L80 L/B 25,600
Ramsay, Ronald M5 L66 L/B 32,500
M5A L67 L/0 9,200
Rand, Watson & Erma M3B L53 L/B 83,000
MS L65 L/0 50
Rask, Niels C M7 L57 L/B 32,600
Ray, Alexander M5A L24 L/B 77,950
M9 L23, 24 L/B 89,850
Ray, George & Doris M7 L28B L/B 53,050
Raymond, Anthony M3A L11 L/B 97,900
Reardon, Rev. Arthur M3 L27 L/B 44,550
Reardon, William & Rita MS L80 L/B 32,200
Reinhardt, Barbara M5A L54-1 L/B 62,350
R.I.C. Inc. MB L55 L/B/MH 12,210
MB L3A-1 L/0 4,100
MB L56 L/B 8,750
MB L57 L/B 44,300
MB L60 L/0 5,000
M6 L3 L/0 6,850
M6 L10 L/0 16,300
Rich, Norman & Marilyn M3 L115A L/B 26,850
Rich, Olive M11 L49 L/B 78,100
Richelson, Evelyn & Paul M7 L71 MH/0 2,600
Richer, Mrs. Antoinette M5A L12A L/B 42,950
Ricker, Alfred MB L69 B/0 4,550
Ricker, Barbara M7 L8 MH/0 2,445
Ricker, Elbeon & Mildred MB L69 L/B 28,000
Riehs, Martin & Anne M3A L46 L/B 108,100
M3 L62A L/0 100
Robinson, Arnold & Georgette M1 L8 L/B 34,000
Robinson, Robert & Suzanne Ml L13 L/MH 13,600
Robitaille, Leo & Jean MB L67B L/0 2,800
Rockywold-Deephaven M10 L9 L/B 1,206,900
M10 L13 UO 4,600
M10 UO 350
M10 L41 L/0 5,300
M10 L35 L/B 30,700
M10 L34 L/B 32,350
M10 L10 L/B 14,500
Rogers, Edward & Joyce M11 L15V2 Int. L/B 11,850
M11 L38 L/B 41,400








Royea, Ibra B & Ruth
Royea, Ibra D. & Ibra B.
Royea, Mrs. IbraD.
Royea, Richard & Robert
Royea, Robert &Odile
Rubin, Douglas & Elizabeth
Ruhm, Kenneth & Nancy
Russell, Anne
Russell, Marguerite
Ryan, Lisa, Cheyney & Timothy
Ryder, Daniel Jr. & Crane
Ryea, David & Sherry
Ryea, Harold & Barbara
Sacco, Ralph & Edna
Sachs, Robert & Andrea
Saliba, Moses
Sanborn, Blanche




Schutmaat, Wayne & Cornelia
Schutter, George & Kimball, Arthur
Schwartz, Ida
Schwartz, Norman & Jon
Seguin, Bradley & Barbara
Sewall, Mrs. Harold &
Gilbertson, Priscilla MSA
Shanker, Dr. Benjamin Est of MSA
Sharpe, Paul & Gail M7
Shaw, Katherine MSA



















































































































































Name Map# Lot# Description ment




Siek, Jonathan & Melanie M8 L6M L/0 4,000




MB L61-15 L/0 19,400
M3A L16 L/B 94,100
M3B L29 L/0 2,100
Silva, Carlos Jr. M8 L2 MH/0 3,450
Simpson, Hubert & Marion M9 L27 L/B 27,550
Sirois, David & Aline M5 L81 L/MH 16,850
Sironen, Abigail Ml LI 7-2 L/B 10,850
Slagle, Robert & Eleanor M7 L28 L/B 48,000
Slagus, Edward & Dorothy M5 LI A L/B 65,150
Sleeper, Maurice & Marie M5A L37 L/B 25,700
Sliva, Patricia Mil L39 MH/0 1,000
Smith, Barr& Judith M5A L52 L/B 25,350
Smith, Darrell & Joyce M5 L76 UB 19,650
Smith-Gary, Kricket M5 L79 UB 33,600
Smith, George II M3 L30A L/B 40,300
Smith, George &Gail M8 L73 L/B 28,350
Smith, Mrs. Gertrude M3B L43 L/B 44,550
Smith, Kathryn & Bailey, Linda M8 L6M3 L/B 29,550
Smith, Kent & Beverly M5 L50 L/B 20,250
MS L47 L/0 2,600
Smith, Kent & Stella M5 L31-3 L/0 1,900
Smith, Norman Jr. & Beverly M7 LI 08 L/B 26,500




MB L41 L/0 9,600
M7 L96 L/0 20,250
M7 LI 07 L/B 41,500





M7 L104 L/0 3,150
Smith, Paul & Suzanne M3 LI 08-6 L/B 31,600
Smith, Mrs. Preston M3 L111 L/B 90,450





M3A L15 L/B 35,450
M3A L27 L/B 17,150
M3 L11 L/0 52,550
Smith, Walter & Marylon M7 L121,122 L/B 35,550
Smith, Woodrov^^ MB L3 L/B 53,450
M7 L86 L/0 2,200
Snow, Rev. Albert & Janet M5A L53 UB 46,050
Soutter, Dr. Lamar M13 L2 L/B 102,350
Spencer, Larry & Eleanor M7 L144 L/B 39,200







Sprague, Robert & Ann
Squam Boats, Inc.
Squam Lakes Resort, Inc.
Squires, Newell & Alice
St. Anselms College
St. Caspians Association




Stanizzi, Anthony & Christine
Stanley, Edward & Marion
Staples, Dr. Lawrence & Olive
Stark, Archibald & Eleanor
Stepp, Robert & Eleanor
Stepp, Thomas & Susan











Tanner, Charles & Estelle
Tay, Bernard & Baker, Roland
Taylor Brothers




Taylor, Malcolm & Helen
M2 L10 UB 32,S00
M2 L31 UO 3,600
MSA L46 UB 43,0S0
MSA L76 UB 61,000
MSA L77 UO 4,900
M3 L20 UB 364,300
M3A L6 UB S9,4S0
M3B L39 UB 46,000
M11 L67 UB 44,0S0
M11 L67A UO 2,S00
M8 LS1A L/B 20,700
M7 LB9A UMH 14,310
M7 L90 UB 27,BS0
M8 L46 L/B 41,690
L/OCU 1,14S
M8 L44 L/OCU SOO
M10 L1S UB S9,2S0
M4 L24-6 UO S,BOO
M10 L2 UB 6,9S0
MSA L9B UB 67,BS0
MB L11 UB 72,S00
L/OCU 1,320
MB L12 B/0 1,300
L/OCU 6,740
M3B L12 UB 46,200
MB L61-9 L/0 4,0S0
M3A L2B 1/36 Int. UB 1,700
MS L4S UB 22,100
M1 L9 L/B/MH 32,B50
M3C L3 UB 105,S50
M3C LSB UB S4,600
MS L72 UB 17,B00
M7 L162 UB 29,B00
M3B L40 UB SI,400
M7 L33A UO 21,300
MS L41B UB 27,9S0
M10 L4-3 UB 7S,7S0
M6 L23 UO SOO
M1 L21 UB 19,6S0
M7 L29 L/B 94,BS0
MS L2 MH/0 3,B10
MS L101 UB 140,940
L/0 CUR 1,1SS
MB L61-6 UO 4,000
M3C LS MH/0 7,410
M2 L24 UB 41,9S0
L/OCU 660
M2 L26 UB 21,3S0
MSA L1B L/B B7,100









Taylor, Wayne & Mary









Thomson, Thelma, Fletcher &
MaIek, Maize
Tirone, William & Jane
Todd, Donald & Priscilla
Tougas, Gerald & Jean
Tower, Ross & Alice




Turner, Arnold & Kim
Tuveson, Robert & Joanna
Twombly, Dr. Gray
Tyrrell, Harry Jr. & Constance
Tyrrell, Orvell & Lillian
Unger, Carol
Vaillancourt, Ronald & Beverly
Vaillant, Alphonse & Ruth
Valentine, Elizabeth
Valpey, Robert & Alice
Van Hagen, Charles & Madeleine
Van Hagen, Clinton Est. of
Van Ingen, Evelyn
Van Sickle, Alden & Barbara
M3 L106A L/0 6,2S0
M10 L44 L/B 40,230
L/0 CUR 1,370
M2 L6 L/0 20,S00
M2 L37 L/0 14,900
M2 L3B L/B 76,3S0
M3C L5 L/B 17,400
M3 L10S L/B 1B,0S0
M8 L2 MH/0 6,S1S
M3C L17 L/B 26,600
M5 L54 7/40 Int. L/0 BOO
M5 L30 L/B 26,B00
M5 LS4 3/40 Int. L/0 BOO
M8 L61-3 L/0 3,9S0
M3 L19 L/B 21,400
M3 L23 L/B 46,1 SO
M3 L21 L/B 22,S00
MSA L9S L/B/MH 30,900
M2 L26A L/0 2, ISO
M10 L37 L/MH 19,7S0
M11 L74 L/B 14S,SS0
M8 L16 L/B 40,900
M3B L4B L/0 1S,100
M11 L7 L/B 20,7S0
M3 L13C L/0 13,200
M3 L13J UO 7,600
MB LSB L/B/MH 27, ISO
M5 L14 L/B 7B,700
MSA LBB(1-7) L/B 201,700
MB L49 L/B 12,1S0
MB L50 L/B 9,SS0
M6 L22 MH/0 BSO
L7 L63 L/B 20,000
M7 L20 L/B 43,500
M1 L23 L/B 10,300
M2 LS6 L/B 33,BS0
M1 L2 L/0 2,000
MB L66 L/B 10,900
M11 L6B L/B 42,600
MS L43 L/MH 12,200
MS L33 L/0 SO
M11 L21 L/B IBS.BOO
M11 L23 L/0 12,B00
M3C L27 L/0 200
M3C L26 L/B 73,9S0
M7 L132 L/B 31,600
M7 LI 30 L/B 20, ISO
M11 L16 L/0 S,900







Van Stelten, John & Linda
Van Vliet, Robert & Elizabeth
Van Winkle, Martin & Esther
Veasey, Lewis & Gladys




Voorhis, Mrs. Grandon Sr.
V.S.H. Realty Inc.
Waldron, Eugene & Julia
Wallace, Harry
Wallner, & Bloom
Walsh, David & Gillis, Gerard
Walsh, Sylvia
Walsh, Thomas & Suzanne
Ward, Alice
Warner, Donna




Webster, Edwin S. Trustees
Webster, Frank; Hiam, Edwin &
Palmer, Richard
Welsh, Douglas Jr. & Deborah
M7 L1-2 L/0 6,S00
M8 L24 L/B 40,700
M3C L1S L/B 162,650
M5 LS7 MH/0 6,74S
MSA L49 L/B 24.900
MSA L39 UB SS.SOO
M3 L79 UO 9,BS0
M8 L2 MH/0 1,B50
M8 LB1 L/0 4,B50
MS L21 L/MH 20,6SS
M7 L76 L/0 20,000
M2 L4 L/B 41,600
M7 L33 L/B 65,650
M3 LS7 L/B 54,900
MSA L29 L/B 16,500
M6 L16 L/0 12,100
MB L2 MH/0 5,575
M3C L6 V2 Int. L/B 62,S00
M3B L44 L/B 42,500
MB L2 MH/0 5,000
M10 L14 L/B 61,250
M7 L70 L/B 12,450
MB L6S UB S0,200
MSB L4 UB 56,250
M11 LSO L/0 2,950
M10 LS L/OCU 920
M11 L20 UO 5,050
M11 L40 UO 10,B50
M11 L2S V2 Int. UB 1S,550
M11 L26 UO 1B,450
M11 L9 L/OCU 1,645
M10 L1 L/OCU 2,345
M11 L29 UO 62,000
M11 LSS UO 65,600
M11 L22 UB 6S,550
L/OCU 270
M11 L71 UO BS.SSO
M10 LS2 UB B9,4B5
L/OCU 2S,350
M10 L2S UB 211,100
M10 L2S UO 264,000
L/OCU 1,5S5
M10 LS UO 600
M11 L70A L/0 7S,250
M11 L18A L/OCU 1,B25
M11 LS4 L/B 262,900
M11 L16C UB 191,700
M11 L2S V2 Int. L/B 13,550
M11 L4B L/B 30,600







Wentzell, Edward & Eunice
Werner, Eric & Daga
Wescott, Merle & Gertrude
Wescott, Ralph & Ana Maria
West, Eugenia






Whitesell, Donald & Hazel
Whiting, William
Whiting Estate, First Pa Bank
Trustees
Whitman, Paul & Janice
Whittemore, Albert & Helen
Whortleberry, Inc.
Wicksman, Dr. Robert & Dorothy
Wiggett, Christine
Wiggett, Donald & Mary
Wilkie, Dale & Maureen
Willoughby, Hollis & Alberta
Wills, Horace & Grace
Wiltse, Melvin &Gail
Windwood Corp.
Winslow, Eugene & Gloria
Winton, Clarence & Margaret
Wolf, Mrs. Eleanor
Wood, Violet
Wood, Walter & Beverly
Woodbridge, Arlene
M7 L126 L/0 S.BOO
M7 L127 L/B SS,950
M3 L26 L/B S6,100
M6 L4A L/MH 20,260
M9 L1B L/B 2S,100
M10 L21 L/B 10S,S50
M10 L22 L/B 66,120
UOCU SB5
M10 LSOA L/B SS.SSO
M10 LSO L/C 10,550
M10 L2B L/0 6,575
L/OCU 275
M3 L82 L/B 15,550
M3 LBS L/B S9,250
MS L46 L/B 125,250
M6 L1B L/B S0,950
M12 LB L/B 51,450
MSA L70 L/0 450
M3 L1SD L/0 9,400
M11 LSB UB 4S,400
M11 L5BA L/0 14,100
M2 L4S L/B SS,495
L/OCU 640
M7 L100 L/B 20,950
M3 L1S L/B 51,700
MS L1SE L/0 S,750
MS L1SF L/0 4,450
MS L1SG L/0 7,150
MS L1SK L/0 B,750
MS L74 L/B 27,950
MS L7S L/0 2,150
M8 L2 MH/0 2,950
M8 L64 L/MH 16,000
MSA L2S L/B S5,600
MS L27 L/0 6,500
M8 L77 L/B 44,460
L/OCU 2,970
M7 LS4 L/B 1B,750
M7 LSS L/B 27,250
M7 LS4A L/B 3B,600
MSA LS4 L/B 95,650
MS L10S L/B SS,700
MS L100 UB 11 S.BOO
MSA L14 L/B B 1,650
MS LS1 UB 40,600
MB L7B UB S7,100
M6 L6 L/B 10,200
MSB L20 UB 41,750
MSB L21 L/B 2B,050
MB LS1B L/B 67,900
115
Property Assess-
Name Map# Lot# Description ment
Woodbury, E. Davis & Corinne MSA L63 L/B 33,900
Woodbury, E. Davis Jr. & Elda M2 L22 L/B 62,2S0
Woodward, Brinton Jr. & Patricia M10 L4-4 L/B 2S,800
Woodward, Douglas & Beverly M5 L73 L/0 9S0
Young, Mrs. Elizabeth M7 L2 L/B 2,2S0
Young, Robert M3 L49 L/B S7,0S0
Young, Robert & Elvira M11 L60 L/B 40,300
Young, William & Susie M7 L9S L/B 31,800
Youngman, Burgess M7 L143 L/B 49,1 SO
M7 L131 L/0 4,200
Zahka, Alan & Linda M9 L18-4 L/MH 10,900
Zapora, Robert & Doris MSA L119 L/B 2S,7S0
Zimmer, Anthony & Linda M6 L21 L/MH 9,640
Zimmer, Frank & Leslie M6 L26 L/MH 10,165
Zimmer, Larry & Donna M6 L26 L/B/MH 1S,16S
Zimmer, Phillip M6 L2S L/B 2S,2S0
Zimmer, William & Rose M6 L7 L/0 3,S00
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